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Summary 




In-service inspection is a critical practice to secure structural and operational safety 
throughout the offshore structure life-cycles and issue early warnings on any flaw or 
damage of offshore structures prior to costly repair or even catastrophic collapse. 
Fatigue initiation life is a leading criterion for designing a sound in-service inspection 
planning. Fatigue initiation is in general a surface phenomenon and the fatigue cracks 
are still too small to be visible. From the practical application viewpoint, the initial 
crack size is recommended to be determined accounting for the accuracy of current 
inspecting techniques. The term “fatigue initiation life” defined in this thesis is the 
period from the original intact condition to a short crack that is practical to be detected 
by current inspecting techniques. Though several fatigue crack initiation assessment 
models have been developed, the range of validity of these models is not well defined. 
In particular, the complex wave environments greatly confines the applications of these 
model to real-world offshore structures. 
This thesis develops an indirect approach to predict the fatigue initiation life of two 
kinds of offshore structural details - plain plates and cruciform welded joints. It aims to 
minimize the uncertainties in the fatigue propagation life through a deterministic and 
empirical Paris’ law, while the scatter in the fatigue crack initiation life is incorporated 
in the full-life S-N curves. The whole model consists of two parts: (1) derivation of the 
fatigue initiation S-N curve of hot spots under constant load amplitude based on linear-
elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM); (2) computation of the fatigue initiation life of hot 
spots under specific wave environment by S-N curve based probabilistic approach. 
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The fatigue propagation life computation using Paris’ law largely bears on stress 
intensity factor, which is significantly dependent on crack shape profile. This thesis 
relies on finite element method to calculate the stress intensity factors along the crack 
front with the assumption that the crack shape maintains semi-elliptical along the entire 
surface-crack propagation process. This assumption is consistent with experimental 
observations. Since surface crack stage dominates the fatigue propagation period, 
accurate quantifying the crack-front evolution in surface crack stage is one of the 
principal concerns of this thesis. 
The established model predicts the crack-front evolutions of plain plates by Newman-
Raju assumption, which matches well with experimental measurements. Unfortunately, 
Newman-Raju assumption no longer holds for cruciform welded joints due to the weld 
profile altering the fatigue propagation mechanism. An alternative model is developed 
to calculate the fatigue propagation cycles of cruciform welded joints based on the 
experimental observations and numerical simulation results.  
The discrepancy between the developed model and experimental data is within 17% for 
plain plates and within 30% for cruciform welded joints. The scatter of fatigue test data 
is a common phenomenon observed in the fatigue test. The accuracy of the developed 
model is within the engineering acceptable level comparing with the industry 
recommended uncertainty factors for fatigue design of offshore structural details (5 for 
critical inspectable members and 10 for critical uninspectable members). 
After determining the fatigue initiation S-N curves under constant load amplitudes, this 
thesis computes the fatigue initiation life of offshore structural details under specific 
wave environment using spectral fatigue assessment approach. A case study with a 
semi-submersible platform is conducted to demonstrate the procedures of the developed 
Summary 
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fatigue initiation life assessment model. The developed model can circumvent the 
“blind spot” of current industry practices and issue early warnings on structural damage 










CHAPTER ONE     INTRODUCTION 
1.1 Background and motivation 
Driven by declining onshore reserves and increasing oil and gas demand, exploration 
and production activities move increasingly towards offshore, and in recent years, 
towards ultra-deep waters (6,000 to 10,000 ft.). Different types of offshore structures 
have been employed to carry out oil or gas drilling activities in various depths of water 
and harsh environments.  
Due to the cyclic loading induced by wind, wave and current, etc., fatigue is one of the 
major causes of failure observed in offshore structures, which can lead to heavy 
casualties, catastrophic environmental damage and property losses, e.g., the semi-
submersible platform ‘Alexander L. Kielland’, as shown in Fig. 1.1, capsized with loss 
of 123 lives of the 212 people aboard due to a support-bracing collapsed on March 27th 
1980. Investigative report concluded that the platform collapsed due to a fatigue crack 
in one of its six bracings, which in turn caused a column to break off. Remaining 
columns were not able to provide sufficient stability. 
For this reason, fatigue and fracture mechanics have been an area with high focus on 
research during past decades in an effort to reduce the probability of such failures. Many 
research achievements have been applied to real-world design and analysis activities to 
enhance the fatigue lives of ships and offshore structures. The evolution of semi-
submersible platform, as shown in Fig. 1.2, is a representative example to discuss the 





Figure 1.1 (a) Alexander L. Kielland; (b) Fatigue failure in one brace of Alexander L. 
Kielland; (c) Alexander L. Kielland after the accident.  
Since the first semi-submersible, “Blue Water Rig No.1”, installed in the Gulf of 
Mexico in 1961, the hull design of semi-submersible has been evolving in the past five 
decades. The number of brace connections has been largely reduced to keep fatigue 
sensitive areas to minimum. Large members and simpler connections become popular 
to avoid multiple-brace connections and reduce unwanted stress concentrations. 
Horizontal bracings with increasing strength appear to improve the strength against 
prying, longitudinal shear forces and torsional moments, thus reduce fatigue stresses at 
the critical areas.  
(a)  (b) 
(1) (2) 
(3) (4) 





Figure 1.2 Evolution of semi-submersible hull design. 
Besides the design improvement, in-service inspection is another critical practice to 
secure structural and operational safety throughout the offshore structure life-cycles and 
issue early warnings on any flaw or damage of offshore structures prior to costly repair 
or even catastrophic collapse. Fatigue initiation life is a leading criterion for designing 
a sound inspection planning. While a simple on-site operation can effectively eliminate 
a crack at “initiation” stage, dry dock reparation is necessary for deep cracks, which 
will cause a long period of production down-time. The cost is considerably large, may 
be up to several million dollars. In addition, the prediction of fatigue initiation life can 
provide valuable information for prevention of fatigue crack propagation and reliability 
assessment, etc. Hence, the study of fatigue initiation life assessment is of highly 
practical importance. 
By following the observations on extrusions and intrusions in slip bands reported by 
Forsyth and Stubbington (1955), researchers have proposed a number of theories of 
World’s First Semi-submersible The 2nd Generation The 3rd Generation 




fatigue crack initiation, such as Continuum Damage Mechanics (CDM) approach 
(Lemaitre, 1985; Chaboche, 1988), two-scale damage model (Lautrou, Thevenet, & 
Cognard, 2009), etc. However the range of validity of these models is not well defined. 
In particular, few of the existing models can consider the influence of complex wave 
environments on fatigue initiation life of offshore structures, which greatly confines the 
applications of these models to real-world offshore structures. Consequently, a study is 
desirable to provide engineers with methods that are practical, accurate and easily 
implemented on fatigue initiation life assessment.  
Fatigue crack occurs in three stages: (1) fatigue crack initiation; (2) fatigue crack 
propagation and (3) final failure. Fatigue initiation is in general a surface phenomenon 
and the fatigue cracks are still too small to be visible. From the practical application 
viewpoint, the definition of crack initial size should account for the accuracy of current 
inspecting techniques. The term “fatigue initiation life” defined in this thesis is the 
period from the original intact condition to a short crack that is practical to be detected 
by current inspecting techniques. Thus, the definition of the initiation criterion becomes 
a critical factor. The crack initial size should be sufficiently large so that it is measurable 
with current detecting facilities. Meanwhile, it should be sufficiently small to represent 
the “crack initiation”.  
Fatigue initiation is very sensitive to mean stress, plastic strip, microstructure and 
environment, etc. (Mattos & Lawrence, 1981). Establishing a direct analytical model 
for fatigue initiation assessment is not easy. This thesis proposes an indirect approach 
to predict the fatigue initiation life by subtracting the fatigue propagation life from total 
fatigue life. This model aims to minimize the uncertainties in the fatigue propagation 




in the full-life S-N curves. Accurate quantifying the crack-front evolution is one of the 
principal concerns. The proposed model is validated for two types of offshore structural 
details - plain plates and cruciform welded joints - by carrying out the experimental 
tests and numerical investigations. 
1.2 Objectives and scopes 
The objective of this thesis is to develop and validate the fatigue initiation life 
assessment model for two kinds of offshore structural details, plain plates and cruciform 
welded joints.  
The scope of work is described as follows: 
(1) Validate the proposed fatigue initiation life assessment model with experimental 
test data for plain plates. 
(2) Figure out the crack-front evolution trajectory of plain plates from different 
crack initial sizes, and investigate the effect of crack initial size on the fatigue 
propagation life of plain plates. 
(3) Carry out experimental tests and numerical simulations for cruciform welded 
joints with three primary objectives: (1) to understand the characteristics of 
fatigue crack-front evolution of cruciform welded joints; (2) to correlate fatigue 
crack development with strain responses; (3) to calibrate and validate the 
proposed fatigue initiation assessment model. 





The achievements of this research will be beneficial for engineers to design rational and 
efficiency in-service inspection plan for offshore structures. This is an important 
element of the operator’s integrity management strategy. Meanwhile, the findings of 
this thesis could also provide guidance on evaluating the residual life of offshore 
structures after a crack is discovered. 
1.3 Organization of this thesis 
The whole thesis includes six chapters: 
Chapter 2 reviews the literatures and identifies the research gaps. The second section 
introduces the fatigue mechanisms in metal and highlights the previous works on 
fatigue initiation and fatigue propagation. The third section demonstrates the 
fundamentals of linear-elastic fracture mechanics (LEFM). The fourth section reviews 
previous experimental work on fatigue crack measurements. The fifth section discusses 
the S-N curve based fatigue assessment approach and the comparisons between S-N 
curve approach and LEFM. Finally, this chapter concludes by identifying the research 
gaps. 
Chapter 3 proposes the numerical model for fatigue initiation life assessment, which 
mainly includes two parts, the approach for fatigue initiation S-N curve derivation 
under constant load amplitudes and the methodology for fatigue initiation life 
assessment under specific wave environment.   
Chapter 4 presents the development and validation of the fatigue initiation assessment 
model for plain plates. This chapter first describes the guidance on 3D finite element 
modeling for SIF calculation, then validates the fatigue propagation life assessment 




influences of crack initial size on crack-front evolution and derives the fatigue initiation 
S-N curve of plain plates. 
Chapter 5 demonstrates the calibration and validation of the fatigue initiation life 
assessment model for cruciform welded joints based on the experimental data and 
numerical results. The second section discusses the 3D modelling issues and the design 
of full-penetration welded cruciform specimens based on numerical parametric study. 
The third section demonstrates the experimental program, observations as well as 
experimental results. The fourth section concludes the findings of numerical parametric 
study for cruciform welded joints and calibrates the fatigue initiation assessment model 
with experimental data. 
Chapter 6 demonstrates the procedures of fatigue initiation life assessment under 
specific wave environment with a sample semi-submersible platform. 




















CHAPTER TWO     LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1 Introduction 
“Fatigue may be defined as a process of cycle by cycle accumulation of damage in a 
material undergoing fluctuating stresses and strains” (Almar-Naess, 1985). The 
characteristic of fatigue is that structural failure may occur after experiencing a certain 
number of load fluctuations even the load is not large enough to cause immediate failure.  
 As illustrated in Fig. 2.1, a fatigue process will go through three stages: 
• Stage I: Initiation or crack nucleation 
• Stage II: Crack propagation 
• Stage III: Final failure 
 
Figure 2.1 Stages of fatigue crack growth (Qian, 2011). 
Stage III is relative to unstable crack growth, which is of minor importance for offshore 




engineering applications prefer to exclude Stage III from the design life of offshore 
structures. 
This chapter reviews previous research work on fatigue crack initiation and fatigue 
crack propagation and summarizes the fatigue evaluation approaches based on LEFM, 
experimental test and S-N curve approach, respectively. 
2.2 Fatigue mechanisms in metals 
2.2.1 Fatigue crack initiation 
Fatigue initiation is a surface phenomenon, linked to microscopic material behavior, 
because of less restraint to material deformation at the surface than in the bulk of 
material. After certain number of loading cycles, dislocation movements form so-called 
Persistent Slip Bands (PSB) caused by localized extrusions and intrusions on the 
surface, as shown in the leftmost picture of Fig. 2.1. A combination of experiments 
carried out by Seeger et al. (1957) and Friedel (1957) indicates that strain localization 
occurs in the form of PSB, which are precursors to crack initiation. Sangid (2013) made 
an in-depth review of works of previous researchers and concluded that (1) the 
microstructure played an important role in strain localization, and, during cyclic loading, 
a crack, as expected, would nucleate in the vicinity of a region containing a large 
amount of strain accumulation; (2) experiments carried out by pervious researchers 
illustrated that finer grain material generally experienced a longer fatigue life, since 
PSB were prone to form in larger grains. As reported by McDowell and Dunne (2010), 
the largest grain size controls the crack forming, hence, the crack initiation process is 
significantly affected by the material microstructure. The micro-cracks coalesce 




Generally, the phenomenologically defined crack initiation stage is over when the crack 
growth is no longer depending on the material surface conditions (Almar-Naess, 1985). 
By following the observations on extrusions and intrusions in PSB reported by Forsyth 
and Stubbington (1955), researchers have proposed a number of theories of fatigue 
crack initiation. Lin (1991) gave an elaborative introduction about the mechanism 
proposed by Mott (1958) based on the idea that a screw dislocation repeats its path 
through cross slip and a simple model of a single operative slip system proposed by 
Wood (1956) as well as their respective drawbacks. Mattos and Lawrence (1981) 
developed an analytical procedure to calculate the fatigue crack initiation life in welds 
using low cycle fatigue concepts and verified the analytical procedure with 
experimentally determined fatigue crack initiation data. The model refers to Neuber’s 
equation (Neuber, 1961) to relate the local stresses and strains to the remotely applied 
stresses and strains and then correlates the fatigue notch factor to the stress 
concentration factor using Peterson’s equation (Peterson, 1963). The further analysis 
indicated that (1) the micro- and macro- geometry of the weld profile, the material 
properties, and the residual stresses affected the fatigue initiation life; (2) The material 
and the fatigue regime determined the fraction of fatigue initiation life over the total 
fatigue life. Martin and Wirsching (1991) made attempts to include the crack initiation 
and crack propagation phases into a probabilistic model which is useful for analysis of 
the fatigue reliability-inspection-repair process. With the rapid enhancement of 
computational power, finite element crystal plasticity models have become elaborate to 
predict microstructural phenomena in fatigue (Sangid, 2013). 
The 18th ISSC Committee (2012) divided the fatigue crack initiation models into two 




and summarized the new theories, models and experimental test developed by 
researchers worldwide on fatigue initiation since 2000. Guilhem et al. (2010) studied 
the influences of the grain clusters on fatigue crack initiation by mesoscale model, while, 
Romanova et al. (2011) adopted mesoscale model to investigate the effect of the grain 
boundaries on plastic strains in different weld zones under static loading; Luo and 
Chattopadhyay (2011) established multi-scale damage criteria for the crack forming; 
Owolabi et al. (2011) investigated the damage process zone and notch effect with a 
probabilistic mesoscale model. All these studies emphasized on increasing the physical 
understanding about the crack forming and the effect of various microstructural 
properties, while how to model the short crack growth between grains is still open.  
Another traditional way to model the crack initiation is by the continuum based 
approaches, e.g., the strain-based approach. Lassen and Recho (2009) successfully 
applied the strain-based approach to derive more accurate physically based S-N curve 
for welded steel joints. Pakandam and Varvani-Farahani (2011) evaluated different 
strain-based energy approaches for welded joints and confirmed that the critical plane 
based approach achieved the best agreement with the fatigue test results of different 
welded steel connections. However, Beretta et al. (2009) indicated that the strain-based 
approach can fail for sharp notch and variable amplitude loading. The strain-based 
approach can not consider the contribution of crack growth on the stress-strain state 
since it is based on the initial geometrical shape of the weld notch. Generally, the 





In general, most of the models mentioned above devote to investigate the 
phenomenologically defined fatigue initiation from the microscopic point of view. Few 
models consider the fatigue initiation defined in this thesis. 
2.2.2 Fatigue crack propagation 
Stage I is shear driven mode crack. Crack growth orients 450 to the maximum principal 
stress direction. With crack extension, the propagating direction becomes perpendicular 
to the maximum principal cyclic stress, initiating stage II, see Fig. 2.2 (a). The presence 
of surface ripples known as “striations” is an important sign of stage II. , as shown in 
Fig. 2.2 (b). The crack growth rate in stage II is insensitive to the microstructure and is 
most frequently analyzed by fracture mechanics. 
 
Figure 2.2 (a) Sketch map of crack growth (Ekberg); (b) Striations (George, 2008). 
Anderson (2005) made an elaborate historical overview on the long course of fatigue 
propagation assessment based on fracture mechanics. This thesis refers to Anderson’s 
work to give a briefing of the milestones of the development of fracture mechanics 
based fatigue propagation evaluation. Griffith (1920) established a fracture theory 





After studying the early work of Griffith and others, Irwin (1948) extended the 
Griffith’s approach to metals by including the energy dissipated by local plastic flow. 
In 1956, Irwin developed the energy release concept, which, afterwards, was widely 
used to solve practical engineering problems. Thereafter, Irwin (1957) introduced a 
single constant, later became known as the “Stress Intensity Factor”, to describe the 
stresses and displacements near the crack tip. Paris and Erdogan (1960; 1963) examined 
a number of alloys and realized that “plots of crack growth rate against stress intensity 
factor range gave straight lines on log-log scales” - the so called “Paris’ law”. The 
fatigue propagation life prediction became much easier and more quantitative by 
referring the Paris’ law. 
Academia subdivides fracture mechanics into two general categories, LEFM and EPFM 
(elastic-plastic fracture mechanics). LEFM is not applicable to analyze crack 
propagations accompanied with significant plastic deformation. Irwin (1961) made a 
simple correction to the plastic zone, which was just a relatively simple extension of 
LEFM. Dugdale (1960) and Barenblatt (1962) developed more elaborated models 
respectively based on a narrow strip of yield material at the crack tip. Wells (1961) 
noticed that the crack faces moved apart with plastic deformation, which led to the 
development of the parameter “Crack Tip Opening Displacement (CTOD)”. Rice (1968) 
proposed the “J-integral” to express the nonlinear energy release rate ahead of a crack. 
Shih (1981) proved that both J and CTOD were equally valid for characterizing fracture. 
Both parameters are worldwide applied nowadays to a range of materials. 
2.3 Fatigue evaluation by LEFM 
“Linear elastic fracture mechanics makes use of the elastic stress analysis of a cracked 




extend” (Pook, 1970). LEFM is only applicable to analyze crack propagations with 
nonlinear material deformation confined to a small region surrounding the crack tip. 
LEFM usually refers to two basic approaches, the SIF approach and the energy 
approach, which are equivalent in certain circumstances. 
2.3.1 The stress intensity factor 
The SIF, K, is an important parameter in LEFM to predict the remote load induced 
stress field near the crack tip. Equation (2.1) expresses the stress field in any linear 
elastic crack body under a polar coordinate system with the origin at the crack tip 
(Anderson, 2005). 
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Where,       
       σij is the stress of an arbitrary point  
       r and  are as defined in Fig. 2.3.  
       K is the stress intensity factor.  
       fij is a dimensionless function of .  
Equation (2.1) yields singularity at the crack tip. As r->0, the stress σij approaches 
infinity. This is not physically correct. Linear elastic solution is no longer applicable 
near the crack tip when high stresses cause plastic deformation. However, if the plastic 
deformation is confined to a small region surrounding the crack tip, Eq. (2.1) is still 
applicable.  
Figure 2.3 Coordinate system ahead 





Figure 2.4 Three crack opening modes (Anderson, 2005). 
Figure 2.4 illustrates the three basic crack modes. One of the three crack modes or a 
combination of these three modes can represent any crack opening in real world. Mode 
I is opening mode. The crack propagating direction is perpendicular to the applied 
stresses. Mode II is in-plane shear mode or sliding mode. The applied shear forces slide 
the crack surfaces forward and back in the original plane. Mode III is tearing mode. The 
forces pull left and right and let the crack surfaces move out of its original plane. Mode 
I is the most common crack mode in engineering practices, particularly in fatigue. 
Sometimes, with crack propagating, mixed-mode crack will finally change to pure 
Mode I crack.  K with a subscript, e.g., KI, KII, KIII, usually denotes the SIF of three 
different crack modes. Thus, the stress field ahead of a crack tip for Mode I, II, and III 
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Table 2-1 lists the detailed expressions for the singular stress fields and displacement 




depend on r, θ and K only. If K is available, it is possible to solve for all components of 
stress, strain, and displacement at any point (r, θ) around the crack tip. Theoretically, 
the value of K is not dependent on the material or on the coordinates r and θ but on 
external load, solid geometry, and crack profile. Hence, K provides a link between the 
localized crack tip response and global conditions (Almar-Naess, 1985).   
Table 2-1 Crack tip stress fields and displacement fields (Qian, 2011) 
 
The SIF, K, is proportional to the remote applied load. Crack growth under static or 
monotonic loading will begin when K reaches a critical value, Kc. Kc is the fracture 
toughness, which describes the ability of a material containing a crack to resist fracture, 
and is one of the most important properties of any material for many design applications 
(Anderson, 2005). Besides the application to fracture under static or monotonic loading, 
the SIF is also an important parameter for estimating the fatigue propagation life under 
cyclic loading, the so called “sub-critical crack growth”.  
Many researchers have conducted works on developing the SIF solutions using 
analytical, numerical and semi-analytical methods. Newman and Raju (1981) derived 




in a plain plate under bending or tensile load. Hobbacher (1992) developed the equation 
for SIF of welded joints, which can be expressed as: 
 = )*+√	,                                                                                                                                           (2.3) 
Where, Mk is the weld toe magnification factor, which accounts for the influence of the 
weld and gusset and Y accounts for the general crack configuration. Jiang (2010) gave 
a summary to previous research works on Mk determination.  
These empirical formulas are applicable to a wide variety of problems. However, none 
of them are uniformly applicable to the surface crack problems with complex 
geometrical boundary conditions. In many real situations, when an empirical solution 
is not available, direct calculation is necessary to estimate the SIFs. One of the best 
candidates for this purpose is Finite Element Method (FEM).  
2.3.2 The energy release rate 
Crack extension involves dissipation of energy. Based on the pioneering work of 
Griffith, Irwin (1956) defined an energy release rate G, which characterizes the rate of 
potential energy change with crack propagation: 
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Where, 
      G is the energy release rate.  
      Π is potential energy supplied by the internal strain energy and external forces.   
      A is crack area. 
The basic principle of the energy approach is that the crack propagates only when the 




to describe the material’s resistance to fracture, Irwin (1956) introduced the critical 
energy release rate Gc, which represented the energy required to produce per unit area 
crack propagation. The relationship between G and Gc can be analogized to the 
relationship between applied stress and yield strength. Crack will grow when G is equal 
to or greater than Gc. Similar as yield strength, the critical energy release rate is one of 
the material’s natural properties and independent of the size and geometry of the 
cracked body (Anderson, 2005). 
The energy release rate, G, represents the variation of potential energy with crack 
propagation, while the SIF, K, describes the stress field nearby the crack tip. G is a 
global parameter, while K characterizes local behavior. G and K maintain unique 
relationship under LEFM assumption. For pure Mode I loading, the relationship 
between KI and G is as shown in Eq. (2.5) (Anderson, 2005). A similar relation exists 
for pure Mode II loading. 
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Where, 
        E’ = E for plane stress 
        E’= 5%678 for plane strain 
        E = Young's modulus of the material 
        ν = Poisson’s Ratio 
For pure Mode III loading, the relationship is as follows (Anderson, 2005): 
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Where, 




When all three modes are present, contributions to G from the three modes are additive 
because energy release rate, like energy, is a scalar quantity. The energy release rate is 
given by (Anderson, 2005), 





Equation (2.7) is established based on the assumption that the crack profiles are self-
similar with crack propagating. However, that is usually not the case for mixed-mode 
fractures. A characteristic of mixed-mode fatigue cracks is that they tend to propagate 
in a non-self-similar manner resulting in changes in the crack propagation direction 
during the loading period. For the mix-mode fatigue propagation issues, one common 
practice is to introduce an equivalent stress intensity factor, Keq. The relationship 
between G and Keq is as follows (Anderson, 2005), 
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2.3.3 The Paris’ Law 
Paris and Erdogan (1963) proposed Paris’s Law, also known as Paris-Erdogan Law, 
after realizing the linear relationship between crack growth rate and SIF range on log-
log scales. Paris’ Law derives from experimental test, which is an empirical equation 
correlating the SIF range with sub-critical crack growth. The basic formula is as shown 
in Eq. 2.9. 
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2.9 
Where, da/dN is the crack growth per cycle, i.e., the crack growth rate. C and m are 




equals to Kmax - Kmin. Kmax and Kmin are the SIFs corresponding to maximum loading 
and minimum loading, respectively. 
 
Figure 2.5 Crack growth rate curve (Andersen, 1998). 
Figure 2.5 presents the crack growth rate curve plotted on log-log scale, with log (da/dN) 
as y-axis and log (∆K) as x-axis. The whole curve includes three regions. Fatigue will 
not propagate when ∆K is less than the threshold value, ∆Kth. The crack growth rate 
will exponentially increase with ∆K increasing at Region I when ∆K is greater than ∆Kth. 
Under constant cyclic loading amplitude, ∆K increases with crack extension. Region II 
is the linear region, within which the relationship between crack growth rate and ∆K 
complies with Paris’ Law, i.e., the fatigue propagation period in Region II can be 
directly predicted using Paris’s Law. The crack growth rate rapidly increases in Region 
III and goes towards infinity as the maximum K approaching fracture toughness, KC.  
Currently, ocean engineering widely refers to Paris’ law for predicting fatigue 
remaining life after cracks discovered. Many industry standards, such as BS7910 (2013), 
IIW XIII (2007), ABS Guide on fatigue assessment of offshore structure (2014), etc. 




The fatigue propagation life computation using Paris’ law largely bears on SIF, which 
is significantly dependent on crack shape profile. Therefore, accurate quantifying the 
crack-front evolution is one of the principal concerns for the development of life 
prediction methodologies. BSI PD 6493 assumes that crack length keeps constant while 
crack depth extends until the crack shape becomes semi-circular shape. The semi-
circular shape will be maintained until the end of the surface crack, while ASME XI 
recommends that the aspect ratio, a/c, keeps constant during the entire surface crack 
propagating stage (Shi et al., 2014); IIW XIII (2007) suggests to assume a crack aspect 
ratio of 0.1 for crack starting from weld toe; BS7608 (1993) recommends to assume 
long and continuous flaw at the weld toe, i.e., crack aspect ratio is 0, for joints/details 
with welds transverse to the direction of stress, and a semi-elliptical shape initial crack 
with crack aspect ratio 0.2 at the ends of longitudinal welds. Obviously, industry 
standards provides contradicted recommendations on the crack-front shape. 
2.4 Research work on fatigue crack measurement  
Due to the difficulties on measuring the amount of PSB and small crack size, 
experimental observations of damage during the early stages of nucleation is not easy 
(Palma & Mansur, 2005). Modern researchers introduce many advanced measurement 
techniques, e.g., electro back-scatter diffraction (EBSD) scans (Groeber et al., 2007), 
high-energy X-ray diffraction (HEXRD) techniques (Poulsen, 2001; Miller, 2008), to 
experimentally capture and detect fatigue crack initiation, which offer profound insight 
into the microstructure. However, such techniques are still not sufficiently developed 
to be quantitatively used with confidence. 
Verreman et al. (Verreman, 1994; Verreman & Nie, 1996; Verreman & Espinosa, 1997) 




strain gauges in combination with beach marking. The experimental results indicate 
that the actual initiation life is a small fraction of the total fatigue life (the mean value 
is approximately 6%), while the short crack propagation (up to 0.5mm crack depth) 
consumes 25% to 50% of the total fatigue life. Pinheiro et al. (2011) investigated the 
evolution of fatigue damage in API 5L X60 grade steel pipes with the aid of X-ray 
diffraction method and developed the microstructural criterion for fatigue damage 
initiation in API 5L X60 grade steel piples based on the experimental results. 
Polezhayeva et al. (2009a, 2009b) carried out an experimental investigation to evaluate 
the fatigue life and fatigue initiation life of plain plates with different thicknesses under 
bending load and tensile load. Lattice strain gauge with 5mm wire step was deployed 
to the specimen surface for tracing crack initiation. The experimental data greatly 
supports the validation work carried out in this thesis. 
Non-destructive testing (NDT) are of critical importance for fatigue life assessments 
and structural integrity evaluations, which are widely applied to in-service inspection. 
NDT applied to fatigue tested specimens shows their potential to assess the fatigue 
nucleation process and finally to predict crack initiation, starting from inclusions, 
dislocations, microstructural changes and slip band defects  (Giannoccaro et al., 2006). 
However, the arrangement of the test devices will seriously affect the detection 
accuracy. The fatigue initiation life assessment will be of great significance on focusing 
the suspicious areas and providing reasonable arrangement of test facilities. 
2.5 Fatigue assessment based on S-N curves 
Paris and his partners managed to apply fracture mechanics to fatigue life prediction in 
1960s. Unfortunately, no technical journal would like to publish their manuscripts 




their ideas, because design engineers did not intend to replace the S-N curve approach 
with a more rigorous approach for fatigue assessment (Anderson, 2005). That is a sad 
story. Seems stodgy engineers throttled the technological progress. 
However, one story can be illustrated in two ways. The S-N curve approach, though 
may be less accurate than fracture mechanics, does have advantages on fatigue 
assessment, especially for offshore structures. Ocean waves display random behavior, 
i.e., wave height at a given instant is unpredictable. It is, thus, impractical to describe 
the wave-structural interaction load history at a specific ocean site. However, fatigue 
life prediction using Paris’ law is dependent on load sequence. Moreover, fracture 
mechanics is only applicable to estimate the fatigue crack propagation life, while real-
world design more concerns the total fatigue life.  
S-N curve approach decomposes the stress history into a series of stress ranges and 
corresponding number of cycles to calculate the total fatigue damage with Palmgren-
Miner rule (1945). Though neglecting the load sequence and the influences of some 
other factors, the accuracy of S-N curve approach is still within the engineering 
acceptable level. This simplification makes it possible to evaluate the fatigue damage 
of offshore structures under complex wave environment by statistical method. In 
modern offshore industry, S-N curve based probabilistic approach is the most frequent 
choice for design fatigue life assessment of offshore structural details.  
The S-N curve, derived from experiments, is a graph plotted in log-log space to relate 
the stress range (∆σ) to the cycles to failure (Nf), which is generally a one-segment or 
two-segment straight line. The one-segment S-N design curve has the functional form 
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Where, AS-N and mS-N are respectively the fatigue strength coefficient and exponent, and 
Nf is the fatigue cycles. The physical meaning of S-N curve is that under a specified 
constant stress range ∆σ, the structure will be failure after Nf cycles. 
 
Figure 2.6 An example of S-N curve (HSE, 1995). 
The commonly cited S-N curves in offshore industry are from three organizations, 
DEn(1990)/HSE(1995), API(2000), AWS(2002). Figure 2.6 is an example of S-N 
curve derived by HSE (Health and Safety Executive, British Standards Institute). 
Generally, S-N curves are often derived with three stress categories, nominal stress, 
hot-spot stress, and notch stress. Figure 2.7 demonstrates three stress categories 
together. Nominal stress is the far-field stress induced by remote applied loads without 
considering the local stress amplification effect due to structural details, weld profile, 
etc. The hot spot is the critical location of the structure with high risk of fatigue cracking. 
Hot-spot stress is the geometrical stress at the hot-spot taking into account local stress 




linear stress peak caused by local notch. Notch stress is the summation of geometrical 
stress and non-linear stress peak caused by local notch.  
 
 
Figure 2.7 Notch stress, hot spot stress and nominal stress (Li & Wu, 2010). 
The Palmgren-Miner rule, also known as Miner’s rule (Miner, 1945) expressed as Eq. 
(2.11), is the cumulative damage model applied to determine the structural fatigue life 
under variable amplitude cyclic loading. 
J = ∑ LMHMBNO%                                                                                                               (2.11) 
Where, nj is the number of cycles accumulated at stress range ∆σj, Nj is the cycles to 
failure under ∆σj, which is extracted from S-N curves. mσ is the total number of stress 
ranges. When D equals to 1, failure occurs. 
The number of cycles to failure at stress range ∆σj can be extracted from appropriate S-
N curve (ABS, 2014): 
? = ?D∆F = 0G6H∆6BPQR                                                                                      (2.12) 
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Where, NR is the total number of cycles of various amplitude cyclic loadings within any 
reference life. f(∆σj) is the probability distribution of the stress range, as shown in Fig. 
2.8. According to Miner’s rule (1945), the fatigue damage fraction, DR, at the reference 
life is (ABS, 2014), 
JT = ?T/0G6H V ∆W$ ∆BPQR∆                                                               (2.14) 
 
Figure 2.8 Probability density function of stress range (ABS, 2011a). 
Simplified fatigue assessment method and spectral based fatigue assessment method, 
derived from S-N curves with Miner’s rule (1945), are frequently utilized for fatigue 
assessment of offshore structures. These two approaches use different statistical models 
to describe the stress range distribution. The simplified method assumes that the long-





f(∆σ) is the probability density 




parameter and a scale parameter) Weibull distribution. These two parameters, in 
practice, most often derive from engineering experience or field data from sister vessels.  
The spectral fatigue assessment approach is an approach explicitly considering the 
dynamic loads and wave environments. The principle is to decompose the long-term 
random sea-state process into several short-term stationary Gaussian processes, i.e., the 
corresponding stress range distribution follows Rayleigh distribution. While the stress 
range distribution is available, the short-term fatigue damage under each sea state can 
be assessed with Eq. (2.14). Finally, summing all the short-term fatigue damage comes 
to the total fatigue damage under the design life. 
While the 2-parameter Weibull distribution assumption is pure empirical, the 
hypothesis that the short-term stress range follows Rayleigh distribution can be 
theoretically proved under certain conditions. From this perspective, the spectral-based 
assessment method is more reliable than the simplified method. In addition, the 
recommended empirical values of Weibull shape parameter by industry codes further 
downgrade the accuracy level of simplified method since the fatigue damage is very 
sensitive to the Weibull shape parameter. On the other side, the spectral fatigue 
approach requires much larger computational efforts than the simplified method so that 
it is impractical to perform spectral fatigue assessment for all offshore structural details. 
Industry practices prefer to first employ the simplified fatigue approach to identify 
critical areas, then perform more accurate spectral fatigue assessment for the identified 





Previous research works on fatigue initiation and fatigue propagation as well as 
different fatigue evaluation approaches and experimental techniques have been 
reviewed in this chapter. The research gaps for the fatigue initiation life assessment of 
offshore structural details are summarized as follows: 
(1) In contrast with the sophisticated S-N curve based approach for total fatigue life 
assessment, there are currently no sound analytical models for estimating the 
fatigue crack initiation life. 
(2) Though industry standards provide guidance on crack growth analysis with 
LEFM. However, many of them provide contradicted definitions on the surface 
crack growth path, which is the primary information for surface crack 
propagation life predictions.  
(3) Few of the previous experimental works has been done in full scale. Currently, 
there are no regulated fatigue initiation and fatigue propagation test procedures 
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CHAPTER THREE     METHODOLOGY FOR FATIGUE 
INITIATION LIFE ASSESSMENT  
3.1 Introduction 
Fatigue initiation is very sensitive to mean stress, plastic strip, microstructure and 
environment. Though several fatigue initiation assessment models have been developed, 
the range of validity of these models is not well defined. In addition, the random 
behavior of ocean waves bring even more complications to the fatigue initiation life 
assessment of offshore structural details. This chapter introduces the methodology 
proposed for fatigue initiation life assessment of offshore structural details. 
3.2 Numerical model for fatigue initiation life assessment under constant 
load amplitude 
The fatigue process includes three stages – fatigue initiation, fatigue propagation and 
final failure. From an engineering design point, it is more practical to subdivide the 
total fatigue period (Nf) into a fatigue crack period (Ni) and a fatigue propagation period 
(Np) (Mattos & Lawrence, 1981). 
Nf = Ni + Np                                                                                                             (3.1) 
If the total fatigue life and the fatigue propagation life of cyclically loaded structural 
details can be evaluated individually, the fatigue initiation life will be known 
simultaneously by Eq. (3.2). 
Ni = Nf - Np                                                                                                              (3.2) 
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In practice, the total fatigue cycles of structural details are made by means of laboratory 
tests and expressed as S-N curves. Many agencies and organizations (API, AWS, HSE, 
etc.) provide S-N curves for various structural connection details, which are cited in 
real world design activities.  
The phenomenologically defined initiation stage just represents a small fraction of the 
total life - the mean value is approximately 6% for welded joints (Verreman & Nie, 
1996) - with invisible crack size. From the practical application viewpoint, the “fatigue 
initiation life” should include the physical initiation period and a short crack 
propagation period until the crack size is practical to be detected by current inspecting 
techniques. Meanwhile, in order to calculate the subsequent fatigue propagation period 
using Paris’ law, the crack initial size shall remain within the early part of the stage II 
in the fatigue crack propagation. Considering the crack depth is more critical to fatigue 
propagation period, this thesis utilizes crack initial depth to characterize the crack initial 
size. 
Though researchers proposed many complex forms of Paris’ law to improve the 
predicting accuracy, uncertainties inherent in the fatigue process will eliminate any 
advantage of using a more complicated growth law.  Therefore, this thesis employs the 
simple form of Paris’ law (1963) expressed in Eq. (2.9). The fatigue propagation period, 
Np, thus equals, 





Substituting Eq. (2.9) into Eq. (3.3), Np thus becomes, 
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Where, a0 is the crack initial depth and af is the final crack depth. The fatigue 
propagation period is sensitive to the crack initial depth, a0, since crack growth is very 
slow at early stage. 
• Crack initial depth 
In general, the crack initial depth should be sufficiently small to represent the “crack 
initiation”, meanwhile, it should be sufficiently large so that it is measurable with 
current detecting facilities and in the Paris region. The detection precisions of different 
NDT techniques are various. The minimum detectable crack size is approximately 
0.5mm (NASA, 2008). For all the specimens investigated in this thesis, the SIF value 
at a0=0.5mm is always larger than the threshold value, 63 N*mm-3/2 (BS7910, 2013), 
i.e., Paris’ law is applicable when a0≥0.5mm. Hence, this thesis defines 0.5 mm as crack 
initial depth.  
• Final crack depth 
The fatigue propagation life is not sensitive to the definition of final crack depth. For 
plain plates, the numerical study in Section 4 indicates that the fatigue propagation from 
30% plate thickness (t) to 80%t occupies less than 1% of the total fatigue propagation 
period; For cruciform welded joints, all specimens tested in current thesis become 
unstable when the crack depth is 50% ~ 70% of the main plate thickness. Both 
experimental observations and numerical simulations show that the fatigue propagation 
from 50%t to 70%t occupies less than 1% of the total fatigue propagation cycles. An 
example is provided in Table 3-1 (main plate thickness: 60mm; stress range: 270 MPa). 
The developed numerical model entails a fixed final crack depth. This thesis takes 70% 
of the specimen thickness as final crack depth. 
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Table 3-1 The sensitivity study of final crack depth on fatigue propagation cycles 
 
• Paris coefficient 
The Paris coefficients C and m depend on the material and the applied conditions, such 
as stress ratio, environment, test frequency, etc. Whenever possible, specific Paris 
coefficients for the material being considered should be used. For plain plates, this 
thesis collects Paris coefficients as well as the threshold data for steel from IIW XIII 
(2007), as listed in Table 3-2. 
For cruciform welded joints, this thesis collects Paris coefficients from BS7910 (2013), 
as listed in Table 3-3. Table 3-3 provides two types of Paris coefficients – mean value 
and “mean + 2SD” value. The selected Paris coefficients should correspond to the 
selected full-life S-N curves. Fatigue propagation life computed with mean Paris 
coefficients corresponds to the mean full-life S-N curve. This provides a mean 
estimation of the fatigue initiation life. Fatigue propagation life computed with “mean 
+ 2SD” value corresponds to the “mean – 2SD” full-life S-N curve. This provides a 
lower-bound estimation of the fatigue initiation life. This thesis adopts the mean value 
in Chapter 5 to calculate the fatigue propagation life of cruciform welded joints under 
constant load amplitude, and selects the “mean + 2SD” value in Chapter 6 to calculate 
the fatigue propagation life of the sample semi-submersible under specific ocean site in 
Chapter 6 because the full-life S-N curve extracted from ABS fatigue guide  (2014) is 
“mean-2SD” curves. 
af/t 50% 60% 70% 80% 90% 
af (mm) 30 36 42 48 54 
Nf (cycles) 60696 61132 61279 61314 61318 
Nf/Nf50% 1.0000 1.0072 1.0096 1.0102 1.0103 
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Table 3-2 Parameters of the Paris power law and threshold data for steel (IIW 
Commissions, 2007) 
Units Paris power law parameters 
Threshold Values ∆Kth 










2.0 5.4-6.8*R 5.4 ≤2.0 
Note: R means the loading/stress ratio 




Mean value Mean + 2SD 
C m C m 
<0.5 1.21*10-26 8.16 4.37*10-26 8.16 
≥0.5 4.80*10-18 5.10 2.10*10-17 5.1 
R 
Stage B 
Mean value Mean + 2SD 
C m C m 
<0.5 3.98*10-13 2.88 6.77*10-13 2.88 
≥0.5 5.86*10-13 2.88 1.29*10-12 2.88 
R Stage A/Stage B transition point ∆K (N/mm
3/2) 
Mean value Mean+2SD 
<0.5 363 315 
≥0.5 196 144 
Note: R means the loading/stress ratio 
• SIF range 
The fatigue propagation life calculation using Paris’ law bears largely upon the SIF 
range, which equals to Kmax-Kmin. Many commercial software package, e.g., ABAQUS 
(2014), employs domain-integral approach (Shih et al., 1986) to compute the SIF.  




Figure 3.1 Arbitrary contour around the tip of a crack (Yang, 2012). 
Rice (1968) presented a path-independent contour integral for analysis of cracks, who 
then showed that the value of this integral, designated as J, was equal to the energy 
release rate in a nonlinear elastic body that contains a crack. Shie et al. (1986) proposed 
the domain-integral approach in 1986. Considering an arbitrary counter-clockwise path 
(Г) around the crack tip, as illustrated in Fig. 3.1, the J integral thus equals, 
` ≡ !b→$ V cdeS% −  fghfij eSk lb 	                                                                 (3.5) 
Where, W is the strain energy density, σ is the stress tensor, n is the unit outward normal 
to the contour, and u is the displacement vector (summation convention used over 
identical indices).  
By using a weight function, which may be interpreted as a virtual displacement field, 
the contour integral is converted into an area integral in 2-D and a volume integral in 
3-D. When the value of J is available, interaction-integral approach (ABAQUS, 2014; 
Healy et al., 2012) can be applied to extract the SIFs corresponding to three cracking 
modes.  
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• Summary of the proposed fatigue initiation assessment approach 
 
Figure 3.2 Flow chart for fatigue initiation life assessment under constant load 
amplitude. 
The above paragraphs report on detailed discussions on the proposed fatigue initiation 
assessment approach under constant load amplitude. As a summary, Fig. 3.2 
demonstrates the flow chart of the proposed fatigue initiation assessment model. The 
critical step is to determine the SIF values as crack advances. The proposed approach 
does not dynamically model the crack size increment in	FE	procedures,	but	employs	
multiple	FE	models	to	calculate	the	SIF solutions to different crack sizes. The crack 
depth increment (∆,) is pre-defined. The challenge work of this thesis is to accurately 
quantify the crack shape profile under each crack depth. 
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3.3 Numerical model for fatigue initiation life assessment under specific 
wave environment 
After obtaining the fatigue initiation S-N curves, the well-established S-N curve 
approach is applicable to predict the fatigue initiation life of offshore structural details 
under specific ocean site. 
3.3.1 Spectral based fatigue assessment method 
The wave surface profile at a specific site is unpredictable due to ocean wave trains 
display random behavior. However, for short-term periods ranging from several 
minutes to several hours (normally 3 hours, so called “sea state”), researchers assume 
the wave profile is a steady-state, ergotic, narrow-banded Gaussian random process, 
which can be described by a wave spectrum with significant wave height, Hs, and a 
characteristic period, such as peak period, Tp, or zero up-crossing period, Tz. The shape 
of a wave spectrum supplies useful information about the characteristics of the ocean 
wave system to which it corresponds. Many wave spectral formulations have been 
proposed and well accepted in industry, e.g., Bretschneider spectrum, Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum, ISSC spectrum, ITTC spectrum, JONSWAP spectrum, Ochi-
Hubble 6-parameter spectrum (Ochi, 2007).  
In practice, it assumes that offshore structural responses, such as motions, sectional 
loads, stresses, etc. to wave comply with linear relationship. If the excitation (wave 
elevation) is a narrow-banded Gaussian random process, the response is also a Gaussian 
random process and their amplitudes follow Rayleigh distribution. Thus, the probability 
density function of stress range becomes (ABS, 2014), 
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 = 2'  −

'																																																																																							 3.6 
Where,   
 = 22$																																																																																																																				3.7                                                                                                        
m0 is the 0-th order spectral moment of σ (ABS, 2014), 
$ = 	Z | , , W$ 																																																																																												 3.8 
Sσ(ω| , , ) is the spectrum of stress range (ABS, 2014), 
| ,  ,  = |0, |'| , 																																																															3.9                                                       
Sη(| , ) is the wave spectrum of a short term sea state and RAO (, ) is the stress 
range RAO (Response Amplitude Operator), also called stress range transfer function, 
which represents the stress range response corresponding to unit wave amplitude under 
certain wave frequency/wave heading combination.  
The fatigue damage caused by the short-term sea state, J , thus equals (ABS, 2014), 
J = ?T
BPQR
0G6H l G6H2 + 1																																																																																			3.10 
Where, Γ(.) is the gamma function, 
l = Z i6%W$ 6																																																																																																						3.11 
Fatigue is a long-term process. To describe the long term wave environment, the wave 
scatter diagram and wave rosette are developed. The wave scatter diagram provides the 
occurrence probability of each sea state in a specified ocean site. To obtain wave scatter 
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diagram, various short-term wave data are statistically averaged, which have been 
accumulated over a long period of time (e.g. 20 years).  
As an example, Table 3-4 is the wave scatter diagram recommended by IACS 
(International Association of Classification Societies) for the North Atlantic. Each cell 
represents the number of occurrence of each sea state characterized by one significant 
wave height, Hs, and one zero up-crossing period, Tz. The probability of occurrence of 
a short-term sea state,  , is given by (ABS, 2014), 
 ,  = ??[ 																																																																																																						3.12 
Where, 
?  is the number of occurrence of the short-term sea state defined by Hs and Tz. 
Ntotal is the total number of occurrence of all sea states, that is, the sum of numbers in 
all the cells of the scatter diagram. 
A wave rosette describes the occurrence probability of each heading angle at a specified 
ocean site. Structural responses are heavily dependent on the wave heading. It is critical 
to employ a realistic wave rosette for fatigue assessment. If the wave rosette data is not 
available, equal probability of all wave heading can be assumed. By summing the 
fatigue damages caused by all the short-term sea states given in the scatter diagram 
under each wave heading, the total fatigue damage can be obtained as follows (ABS, 
2014). 
J =   ?¡ , BPQR0G6H l G6H2 + 1¡ 																																							（3.13 
Where,  
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NT is the number of cycles over the service life. 
¡ is the probability of each wave heading, extracted from wave rosette. 
Table 3-4 Scatter diagram: North Atlantic (NA), IACS 30.4 (ABS, 2010b) 
¢£ (m) ¤¥ (s) 3.5 4.5 5.5 6.5 7.5 8.5 9.5 10.5 11.5 12.5 13.5 14.5 15.5 16.5 17.5 18.5 
0.5 1.3 133.7 865.6 1186 634.2 186.3 36.9 5.6 0.7 0.1 0 0 0 0 0 0 
1.5 0 29.3 986 4976 7738 5569.7 2375.7 703.5 160.7 30.5 5.1 0.8 0.1 0 0 0 
2.5 0 2.2 197.5 2158.8 6230 7449.5 4860.4 2066 644.5 160.2 33.7 6.3 1.1 0.2 0 0 
3.5 0 0.2 34.9 695.5 3226.5 5675 5099.1 2838 1114.1 337.7 84.3 18.2 3.5 0.6 0.1 0 
4.5 0 0 6 196.1 1354.3 3288.5 3857.5 2685.5 1275.2 455.1 130.9 31.9 6.9 1.3 0.2 0 
5.5 0 0 1 51 498.4 1602.9 2372.7 2008.3 1126 463.6 150.9 41 9.7 2.1 0.4 0.1 
6.5 0 0 0.2 12.6 167 690.3 1257.9 1268.6 825.9 386.8 140.8 42.2 10.9 2.5 0.5 0.1 
7.5 0 0 0 3 52.1 270.1 594.4 703.2 524.9 276.7 111.7 36.7 10.2 2.5 0.6 0.1 
8.5 0 0 0 0.7 15.4 97.9 255.9 350.6 296.9 174.6 77.6 27.7 8.4 2.2 0.5 0.1 
9.5 0 0 0 0.2 4.3 33.2 101.9 159.9 152.2 99.2 48.3 18.7 6.1 1.7 0.4 0.1 
10.5 0 0 0 0 1.2 10.7 37.9 67.5 71.7 51.5 27.3 11.4 4 1.2 0.3 0.1 
11.5 0 0 0 0 0.3 3.3 13.3 26.6 31.4 24.7 14.2 6.4 2.4 0.7 0.2 0.1 
12.5 0 0 0 0 0.1 1 4.4 9.9 12.8 11 6.8 3.3 1.3 0.4 0.1 0 
13.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.3 1.4 3.5 5 4.6 3.1 1.6 0.7 0.2 0.1 0 
14.5 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 1.2 1.8 1.8 1.3 0.7 0.3 0.1 0 0 
15.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.4 0.6 0.7 0.5 0.3 0.1 0.1 0 0 
16.5 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.1 0.2 0.2 0.2 0.1 0.1 0 0 0 
 
The majority effort for S-N curve based fatigue assessment is to calculate the stress 
range RAOs of a particular structural connection detail. In order to cover the energy 
area described by wave spectrum as much as possible, it is necessary to perform the 
analysis under a suitable range of wave frequency and wave headings. ABS guide for 
the fatigue assessment of offshore structures (ABS, 2014) provides following 
recommendations: 
i) Wave frequencies: 0.20 to 1.80 rad/s in 0.05 rad/s increments 
ii) Wave headings: 0 to 360 degrees in 15 degree increments 
Hydrodynamic analysis based on 3D potential theory is employed to determine the 
response time histories, such as global motions, external wave pressures on wet surface, 
etc. under each wave frequency/wave heading combination. Such analysis serves as the 
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basis for load development in Finite Element Analysis (FEA). Quasi-static FEA is 
performed for two time instants, in-phase component or real part and out-of-phase 
component or imagery part. The corresponding motions and pressures are mapped from 
coarse hydrodynamic panel model to fine FE model for each analyzed wave 
frequency/wave heading combination. The resulting stress RAOs, obtained by solving 
the loaded FE model, are used to generate the stress range RAOs explicitly. Spectral 
fatigue assessment requires to perform total 1584 FEA cases, i.e., 33 wave frequencies 
* 24 wave headings * 2 time instants. The computational efforts are tremendously huge. 
After determining the stress range transfer functions under each wave frequency/wave 
heading combination, the fatigue initiation life of particular structural connection 
details can be calculated by following the road map as shown in Fig. 3.3. 
 
Figure 3.3 Road map to spectral fatigue assessment (Xie, 2009). 
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3.3.2 Simplified fatigue assessment method 
The fundamental assumption of simplified fatigue assessment method is that the long-
term distribution of stress range follows two-parameter Weibull distribution. The 
fatigue life is very sensitive to Weibull shape parameter, as shown in Fig. 3.4. In 
engineering practice, the Weibull shape parameter is selected based on empirical data 
from sister vessels. In the absence of empirical data, API RP 2A (2014)  recommends 
to select 1.0 for shape parameter, which tends to provide conservative estimation. 
Though conservation is preferred for design activities, it is not the truth for the design 
of in-service inspection planning program. Therefore, unless one can pin down the 
shape parameter within a reasonably narrow range for a given wave enviroment, the 
simplified fatigue analysis method would not be suitable for fatigue initiation life 
assessment and in-service inspection program planning. This thesis, therefore, will rely 
on spectral fatigue assessment approach to predict the fatigue initiation life of offshore 
structural details under specific ocean site. 
 
Figure 3.4 Sensitivity of fatigue life with respect to Weibull shape parameter. 




Fatigue initiation is a complex surface phenomenon. Till now, no sound model has yet 
been established for fatigue initiation life assessment of offshore structures. In contrast, 
S-N curve based approach is well established for total fatigue life assessment of 
offshore structural details. Meanwhile, it is common practice to compute the fatigue 
propagation life using Paris’ law. This chapter proposes an indirect method for fatigue 
crack initiation life assessment, i.e., compute the fatigue initiation life by subtracting 
fatigue propagation life from total fatigue life. The proposed approach aims to minimize 
the uncertainties in the fatigue propagation life through a deterministic, empirical Paris 
law, while incorporates the scatter in the fatigue crack initiation life in the full-life S-N 
curves. 
The phenomenologically defined initiation stage is just a short period (mean value is 
approximately 6%) compared with the total fatigue life, and the small crack size is 
undetectable by current inspecting techniques. From the practical application viewpoint, 
this thesis proposes 0.5mm as crack initial depth, which is (1) sufficiently small to 
represent crack initiation, (2) measurable with current detecting facilities and (3) in the 
Paris’ region. 
This chapter provides an elaborate discussion about how to determine the parameters 
referred by Paris’ law. The critical parameter is the SIFs under different crack depths. 
Many algorithms have been developed to predict the SIF. Among them, the domain-
integral approach (Shih et al., 1986) is one of the widely applied methods, which has 
been implemented in many commercial software packages, such as ABAQUS (2014).  
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The random behavior of ocean wave environment induces a relatively large level of 
uncertainty for fatigue assessment of offshore structures. Probabilistic methods are 
recognized as a feasible means for managing such uncertainty. S-N curve based 
probabilistic methods, such as spectral based approach and simplified fatigue 
assessment approach, are the most widely employed methods in the design of offshore 
structures. This chapter discusses the fundamental concepts and procedures of spectral 
fatigue assessment approach. The simplified fatigue method is very sensitive to the 
shape parameter. Unless one can pin down the shape parameter within a reasonably 
narrow range for a given wave enviroment, the simplified fatigue analysis method 
would not be suitable for fatigue initiation life assessment and in-service inspection 
program planning. This thesis, therefore, adopts spectral fatigue assessment approach 
to predict the fatigue initiation life of offshore structural details under specific wave 
environment. Figure 3.5 demonstrates the flow chart of the proposed fatigue initiation 
life assessment model in this chapter. 




Figure 3.5 Flow chart of the proposed fatigue initiation assessment model. 
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CHAPTER FOUR     FATIGUE INITIATION LIFE ASSESSMENT 
FOR PLAIN PLATES  
4.1 Introduction 
This chapter discusses the fatigue initiation assessment for plain plates. The proposed 
model requires to calculate the fatigue propagation cycles of plain plates, while the total 
fatigue cycles are available in industry standards. The critical challenges are to 
characterize the variations of the crack shape and the crack size as the crack advances. 
A thorough understanding of the basic behavior of crack-front evolution in the plain 
plate is thus necessary.  
Polezhayeva et al. (2009a, 2009b) carried out fatigue test for steel plate specimens of 
various thicknesses and observed that plate specimens failed near the mid-section under 
bending load. Fatigue crack initiation occured at: (1) corner areas of the mid-section of 
the specimens, designated as corner crack; (2) a certain distance from corners of the 
mid-section, designated as central crack. Most specimens failed due to the development 
of one crack. Occasionally, co-planar multi-cracks initiate along the mid-section and 
later united into one crack. Figure 4.1 (a) displays the fracture surface of one failed 
66mm plate specimen. The fatigue surface is almost semi-elliptical. Zhao et al. (2013) 
conducted the bending test for steel plates with semi-elliptical notch. Figure 4.1 (b) 
demonstrates the failure surface with beach marks. The crack shapes retain 
approximately semi-elliptical as the crack advances though the aspect ratio gradually 
changes.  




Figure 4.1 (a) Fracture surface of failed plates of 66mm thickness (Polezhayeva et al., 
2009b); (b) Fracture surfaces with beach marks of bending plate with pre-crack notch 




Fatigue fracture surface 
Static fracture surface 
Corner Corner 
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A reasonable assumption can be drawn from above experimental observations that the 
crack shape maintain semi-elliptical along the entire surface-crack propagation process. 
With this assumption, the crack profile can be easily described by two parameters, crack 
depth, a, and half crack length, c. Common practice is to characterize the crack 
evolution with crack aspect ratio, a/c. The numerical study in Section 4.4 indicates that 
middle crack experiences almost same fatigue propagation period with corner crack. 
The subsequent discussions, therefore, are only based on middle crack scenario. Figure 
4.1 (c) is a schematic diagram that illustrates the idealized crack evolution mechanisms 
in a plain plate based on experimental observations (Polezhayeva et al., 2009b; 
Varfolomeev et al., 2010; Zhao et al., 2013). Cyclic loads initiate one crack or multi-
cracks along mid-section of the plate. Multi-cracks merge into one dominant semi-
elliptical shape crack as the crack propagates. The dominant crack extends 
progressively along both the free surface and the thickness direction. When the crack 
front reaches the corners as shown in Fig. 4.1 (c), the crack propagation transits from 
the surface-crack stage to through-width crack stage. At transition stage, the crack 
extension nearly stops near the deepest crack tip until the crack-front line changes to 
approximately straight line. Then, the crack maintains similar crack growth rate along 
the crack-front line until the final failure. The fatigue propagation life is the period 
during which the crack propagates from the pre-defined crack initial size to the final 
failure.  
The SIF at the crack tip is one key parameter to calculate the fatigue propagation life 
using Paris’ law. Though closed form expressions are available, none of them are 
uniformly applicable to the surface crack problems with complex geometrical boundary 
conditions. In cases where closed form solutions are not available, FEM is a widely 
used technique for computing the SIFs. Three-dimensional FEA can obtain reliable 
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stresses around the crack front, and then the J values can be readily determined by the 
domain-integral approach (Shih et al., 1986), followed by extracting the SIFs of three 
modes with interaction-integral approach (ABAQUS, 2014; Healy et al., 2012).  
The prediction of fatigue propagation cycles using Paris’ law entails the SIF variation 
curve along with crack-front evolution. This thesis performs FEA after every increment 
of the crack size with a 3D FE model incorporating the new crack profile. The 
propagation cycles can be derived from Eq. (4.1), which is the discrete form of Eq. (3.4)  
(Paris & Erdogan, 1963). 




$ = 1@ ,¦% − ,2 
L6%
O$
1∆¦%B + 1∆B														4.1 
Where, ΔKi is the SIF range of the deepest crack tip at crack depth ai.  
Surface crack stage, as well recognized, constitutes the majority part of the fatigue 
propagation period (Verreman & Nie, 1996). Accurate prediction of SIF ranges at 
surface-crack stage is, thus, the critical step for the computation of propagation cycles. 
SIF range is heavily dependent on the crack profile.  
For example, this study performs FE simulations for one steel plate (ν=0.3 and 
E=206000 MPa) with 2mm depth surface crack. The dimensions of the plain plate is 
660mm (length) * 66mm (breadth) * 66mm (thickness). This study applies bending 
load to the mid-section with nominal stress range, ∆σnom = 300 MPa. The crack aspect 
ratio, a/c, varies from 0.1 to 1.0. This is the pure Mode I crack. Figure 4.2 illustrates 
that KI is very sensitive to the crack aspect ratio. At the deepest crack tip, KI with 
a/c=0.1 is 1.7 times of the value with a/c=1.0. At the surface crack tip, KI with a/c=1.0 
is 2.1 times of the value with a/c=0.1. Considering the exponential nature of the Paris’ 
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law, crack aspect ratio does have noticeable effect on the fatigue propagation cycles of 
plain plates. Therefore, accurately quantifying the crack-front evolution is one of the 
principal concerns for the development of fatigue propagation life prediction 
methodologies. 
 
Figure 4.2 SIF variation with crack aspect ratio changing. 
Lin and Smith (1995) developed a step by step model, designated as forward predicting 
model in this thesis, for predicting the fatigue propagation period from crack initial size 
to final failure based on Newman-Raju assumption  (Newman & Raju, 1981). 
Analogous to the forward predicting model, this chapter proposes a backward 
predicting model to calculate the fatigue propagation period from assigned crack size 
to crack initial size. This chapter validates the forward predicting model and backward 






∆σnom = 300Mpa 
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the forward predicting model, this research performs a numerical parametric study to 
investigate the influence of crack initial size on crack development trajectory and 
fatigue propagation cycles. At last, the fatigue initiation S-N curve of plain plates is 
derived from a combination of forward predicting model, backward predicting model 
and experimental data published by Polezhayeva et al. (2009a, 2009b). 
4.2 3D FE modeling 
This study employs FEACrack (2013) to automatically generate the FE models using 
20-noded second-order quadratic brick elements with reduced integration (C3D20R 
from ABAQUS element library). The main reason to choose quadratic brick elements 
with reduced integration is to speed up the computation. The accuracy of C3D20R for 
SIF prediction was verified by researchers  (Jiang, 2010), and this is one default option 
in some commercial software packages (e.g. FEACrack). An in-house program has 
been developed with Intel Visual Fortran (2011) to automatically apply loads and 
boundary conditions to the FE model. ABAQUS (2014) is the FE solver to obtain the 
SIFs around the crack front. This thesis takes advantage of the symmetric properties of 
plain plates on saving computational efforts. For corner crack, this study models only 
one half of the plate with crack profile; for middle crack, this study models only one 
quarter of the plate with crack profile.  
Figure 4.3 presents the sample surface crack model (quarter model) and the sample 
through-width model (half model) generated with FEACrack (2013) for one steel plate 
(ν=0.3 and E=206000 MPa) with dimensions of 275mm * 150mm * 25mm. The surface 
crack size is a=5mm and c=20mm, while through-width crack depth is a=15mm. The 
“crack tube” is modeled along the crack-front line with crack-front nodes distributed to 
calculate the SIFs at different locations. The surface-crack model (quarter model) has 
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total 17068 elements and the crack tube includes 12804 elements. The through-width 
crack model consists of 22680 elements and the crack tube contains 17976 elements. 
The SIF is not sensitive to the meshes far from the crack tube. The longest edge of each 
element will not exceed 6mm in this thesis. The following discussion focuses on the 
modeling techniques of the crack front. 
 
Figure 4.3 FE crack models of plain plates. 
ABAQUS (2014) employs the domain-integral approach (Shih et al, 1986) to calculate 
the J values of crack-front nodes and the interaction-integral approach (ABAQUS, 2014; 
Healy et al., 2012) to extract the SIFs of three opening modes. The term “domain”, also 
named as “contour” in ABAQUS, is defined as the ring of elements surrounding the 
crack tips. Rice (1968) proved that the J-internal is path-independent. However, 
numerical tests suggest that the estimation from the first two rings of elements 
sometimes do not provide high accuracy results.  
(a) Central surface crack 
(b) Through-width crack 
“Crack tube” 
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Figure 4.4 (a) illustrates the concept of rings used in domain-integral approach. The 
first ring consists of those elements directly connected to crack-front nodes. The next 
ring consists of the ring of elements that share nodes with elements in the first ring as 
well as the elements in the first ring. Each subsequent ring is defined by adding the next 
ring of elements that share nodes with the elements in the previous rings. This thesis 
takes 10 rings for subsequent analyses. ABAQUS (2014) calculates the J values and 
SIFs along the crack-front line at each ring. The study refers to the results calculated 
with ring 10 for subsequent computations. 
Considering the singularity (√r ) of stress/strain at the crack front can increase the 
accuracy of the J-integral. In order to model the singularity at the crack front, the first 
ring is modeled with collapsed three-dimensional 20-node quadrilateral elements, see 
Fig. 4.4 (b). A brick element degenerates to a wedge by collapsing one plane into an 
edge, which becomes part of the crack-front line, and shifting the middle nodes on all 
four edges connecting to this edge to the quarter-point positions, respectively 
(ABAQUS, 2014). 
 
Figure 4.4 (a) Concept of rings used in domain-integral approach (Healy et al., 2012); 
(b) Collapsed three-dimensional 20-node quadrilateral element (ABAQUS, 2014). 
This chapter builds three FE models for the sample steel plate with different levels of 
refinement of the crack-front meshes. Figure 4.5 presents the crack-front meshes. The 
(a) (b) 
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light blue area is the crack surface. The red nodes are the crack tips along the crack-
front line. Figure 4.5(a) demonstrates the default crack mesh pattern generated by 
FEACrack (31 crack-front nodes). The length of the crack-front segment is 
approximately 0.6mm near the free surface and approximately 2.0mm near deepest 
crack tip. Figure 4.5(b) displays the crack mesh pattern with meshes near the free 
surface further refined by nine times (67 crack-front nodes). Figure 4.5 (c) shows the 
crack mesh pattern with meshes along the entire crack front further refined by nine 
times (271 crack-front nodes). 
 
Figure 4.5 Crack-front meshes with different levels of refinement. 
This thesis applies same bending load to the mid-section of the three FE models and 
solves the SIFs along the crack front, respectively. Figure 4.6 illustrates the KI values 
along the crack front as functions of angular position computed with above three FE 
models. ϕ = 0 represents surface crack tip while ϕ=π/2 represents the deepest crack tip. 
For the crack tips far from the free surface, three FE models yields consistent KI values. 
(a) Normal crack front  
(b) Refinement near the free surface 
(c) Refinement along the entire crack front 
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Hence, the SIFs in the interior are insensitive to the refinement. However, KI values of 
the crack tips near the free surface show obvious discrepancies. Meanwhile, the normal 
mesh crack pattern fails to capture the dramatic variation trend near the free surface, 
while the two refined models yield close results to each other. Therefore, this thesis 
refines the crack-front meshes near the free surface to 0.06mm while keeps the crack-
front meshes near the deepest crack-tip at 2mm for subsequent analyses. 
  
Figure 4.6 SIF along crack-front line with different mesh patterns. 
The KI value at the surface crack tip (ϕ = 0) dramatically drops off for all three cases, 
because of the nature of the singularity at the intersection of the crack front and the 
surface of the plate (Hartranft & Sih, 1970). There is fluctuation of the SIF curve near 
KI (MPa*√mm) 
ϕ (rad) 
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the surface crack tip, as shown in Fig. 4.6. The reason maybe that the SIF at the middle 
node is calculated based on one volume element, while the SIF at the corner node is the 
average of the SIF values calculated by two adjacent volume elements sharing the 
corner node. In general, the fluctuation is small. This thesis replaces the SIF at surface 
crack tip with the SIF at the corner node on the crack-front line next to the surface crack 
tip. 
4.3 Validation of the fatigue propagation life assessment model with plates 
containing machined surface notches 
4.3.1 Briefing of the validation data 
Since surface crack propagation constitutes the major part of the entire propagation 
period, understanding and quantifying the surface crack propagation life are critical for 
the development of life prediction methodologies. Chen et al. (2015) conducted the 
experimental study on assessment of cleavage fracture for structural steels in arctic 
applications. Before low temperature cleavage fracture test, the fatigue pre-cracking 
test was performed at room temperature under three-point bending to generate a short 
and sharp fatigue crack ahead of the machined notch. This study extracts the fatigue 
pre-cracking data of surface cracked specimens made from S690 steel and S550 steel 
to validate the crack growth analysis models.  
 




Figure 4.7 Configurations of S690 0.7T specimens and fatigue pre-cracking test set-ups 
unit:mm (Chen et al., 2015). 
 







Final Crack Size (mm) 
a 2c a/c 
SC1 5 50 3511 11.43 51.36 0.45 
SC2 5 30 11892 10.79 52.46 0.41 
SC3 5 30 11982 11.10 51.72 0.43 
SC4 5 30 11605 11.13 53.10 0.42 
SC5 5 30 11819 11.13 51.46 0.43 
SC6 5 30 12168 11.40 51.97 0.44 
SC7 5 35 10559 10.81 51.07 0.42 
SC8 5 35 9453 10.92 50.88 0.43 
SC9 5 35 11533 11.14 54.61 0.41 
SC10 5 35 8512 10.68 49.42 0.43 
SC11 5 35 10793 11.18 52.98 0.42 
SC12 5 35 10197 10.96 51.83 0.42 
SC13 5 35 8609 10.27 47.56 0.43 
SC14 5 35 8485 10.55 48.88 0.43 
=10 
P 





12.5 S=87.5 S=87.5 100 12.5 




Figure 4.8 Configurations of S550 1T specimens and fatigue pre-cracking test set-ups 
unit:mm (Chen et al., 2015). 
 







Final Crack Size (mm) 
a 2c a/c 
SC1 10 80 30485 7.17 43.76 0.33 
SC2 10 80 22997 6.80 41.36 0.33 
SC3 10 80 28076 7.00 41.10 0.34 
SC4 10 90 16718 7.13 41.34 0.34 
SC5 10 90 10495 6.74 42.18 0.32 
SC6 10 90 13485 6.80 41.10 0.33 
SC7 10 90 17108 6.71 41.22 0.33 
SC8 10 90 18729 7.28 42.03 0.35 
SC9 10 90 11985 6.32 40.22 0.31 
SC10 10 90 6601 5.67 40.00 0.28 
SC11 10 90 20318 7.74 42.21 0.37 
SC12 10 90 15545 6.91 41.30 0.33 








12.5 S=87.5 S=87.5 100 12.5 
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S690 0.7T specimens with 17mm thickness (1T = 1inch = 25.4mm) are surface-cracked 
specimens. A semi-elliptical curved crack front (a=10mm and c=20mm) was fabricated 
at the center of the plate. S550 1T specimens with 25mm thickness (1T = 1 inch = 25.4 
mm) are surface-cracked specimens, too. A semi-elliptical curved crack front (a=5mm 
and c=20mm) was fabricated at the center of the plate. The fatigue pre-crack test for 
both S690 0.7T specimens and S550 1T specimens is performed under three-point 
bending. Figure 4.7 and Fig. 4.8 demonstrate the configurations and test set-ups of S690 
0.7T specimens and S550 1T specimens, respectively. Table 4-1 and Table 4-2 show 
the fatigue crack propagation cycles and final crack sizes of S690 0.7T specimens and 
S550 1T specimens, respectively. Table 4-3 shows the mechanical properties of two 
types of steel. 
Table 4-3 Mechanical properties of S690 and S550 steels (Chen et al., 2015) 




(MPa) Ultimate strain 
S690 206 810 866 0.11 
S550 220 640 816 0.13 
 
4.3.2 Forward predicting model and validation 
Newman and Raju (1981) proposed to predict the crack-patterns based on SIF values 
at the surface crack tip and the deepest crack tip with the assumption that the crack 
shape maintains semi-elliptical along the entire surface-crack propagation process. It 
assumes that the surface crack tip and the deepest crack tip independently obey the Paris’ 
law. Then, 
,? = @[∆[B 																																																																																																																							4.2 
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§? = @¨∆B¨																																																																																																																								4.3 
Where, ∆Ka and ∆Kc are the SIF ranges at the deepest crack tip and the surface crack 
tip, respectively. Ca and Cc are the Paris coefficients for the deepest crack tip and the 
surface crack tip, respectively. Normally, the Paris coefficient should be constant along 
the crack front. However, due to the experimental observations that the SIF at surface 
crack tip is 10% higher than the value at the deepest crack tip for semi-circular crack 
growth, Newman and Raju corrected the coefficient at surface crack tip by following 
formula 
@¨ = 0.9B@[ 																																																																																																																									4.4 
Mahmoud and Hosseini  (1986) found that the numerical simulations with Cc= Ca 
assumption showed better agreement with experimental results than @¨ = 0.9B@[ 
assumption for bending plates. This thesis assumes constant crack growth coefficient 
along the crack front. The relationship between certain increment of crack depth, ∆a, 
and corresponding increment of half crack length, ∆c, thus, becomes 
∆§ = @¨∆B¨@[∆[B 	∆, = ∆¨∆[	B 	∆,																																																																																						4.5 
Lin and Smith (1995) developed a step by step model for forward predicting the fatigue 
propagation period based on Newan-Raju assumption. Beginning from the pre-defined 
crack initial size, after certain increment of crack depth (crack length), the 
corresponding crack length (crack depth) increment can be obtained with Eq. (4.5) 
based on the SIFs calculated in previous step, then the new semi-elliptical crack front 
can be determined to compute the SIF distribution along the new crack profile. The SIF 
variation along with crack-front evolution can be determined by continuing above 
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iterative process until final failure. This model assures the fatigue propagation cycles 
integrated along surface direction and thickness direction are very close to each other. 
This thesis validates the forward predicting model with S690 0.7T and S550 1T 
specimens. 
Figure 4.9 demonstrates the computed crack-front evolution from pre-fabricated crack 
to final crack of S690 0.7T specimens. The colorful curves are the semi-elliptical crack-
front line plotted by using the crack depth, a, and computed half crack length, c, as their 
axes. The red color represents the maximum SIF along the crack-front line while the 
blue color represents the minimum SIF along the crack-front line. Analogous to the 
calculation of the increment of half crack length, the increment of each crack-front node 
accompanying with the increment of crack depth can be predicted by Eq. (4.5). The 
black curves in Fig. 4.9 are the computed crack profiles drawn by connecting the new 
positions of each crack-front node. Obviously, the assumed semi-elliptical crack shape 
is close to the computed crack shape.  
 
Figure 4.9 Crack profiles simulated with forward predicting model for S690 0.7T. 
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Table 4-4 compares the predicted final crack length with the measured data. An overall 
trend is that the forward predicting model over-estimates the crack length increment. 
The maximum discrepancy is up to 30.31%. As shown in Fig. 4.9, the SIFs are 
gradually increasing from the deepest crack tip to surface crack tip. The crack growth 
rate has exponent relation to the SIF range. Therefore, the crack growth along surface 
direction is faster than the growth along thickness direction. That is consistent with the 
experimental results. The deformation of the crack tip is constrained by the surrounding 
material because of the development of strain gradients around a crack front (Newman 
et al., 1995). The constraint effect shows dependence on crack shape similar as SIF. 
Meanwhile, it varies along the crack front (Hodulak, 1990). That is the reason for the 
difference of the crack growth rates along crack front.   










Prediction (cn) (ce-cn)/ce 
SC1 11.43 51.36 66.93 -30.31% 
SC2 10.79 52.46 56.08 -6.90% 
SC3 11.10 51.72 61.49 -18.90% 
SC4 11.13 53.10 61.49 -15.80% 
SC5 11.13 51.46 61.49 -19.50% 
SC6 11.40 51.97 66.93 -28.79% 
SC7 10.81 51.07 56.08 -9.81% 
SC8 10.92 50.88 57.89 -13.78% 
SC9 11.14 54.61 61.49 -12.60% 
SC10 10.68 49.42 54.26 -9.80% 
SC11 11.18 52.98 63.30 -19.47% 
SC12 10.96 51.83 59.68 -15.16% 
SC13 10.27 47.56 46.60 2.02% 
SC14 10.55 48.88 52.41 -7.23% 
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Though the forward predicting model successfully captures the phenomenon that the 
crack growth rate along free surface are higher than that along the thickness direction 
for S690 0.7T specimens, obvious discrepancies exist between experimental data and 
numerical results for final crack length. Figure 4.10 and Table 4-5 demonstrates the 
fatigue propagation cycles obtained from forward predicting model and experimental 
test. Numerical calculations over-estimate the fatigue propagation cycles of specimens 
tested under lower bending load range (25 KN) and under-estimate the propagation 
cycles of specimens tested under higher bending load range (30 KN and 50 KN). For 
most specimens, the discrepancies between numerical results and experimental data are 
among 20% ~ 35%.  
The considerable discrepancies between numerical results and experimental data 
maybe due to the fact that the pre-fabricated crack profile of S690 0.7T specimens 
differs from the natural initiated crack profile. As shown in Fig. 4.7, the fabricated notch 
on S690 0.7T specimens is blunt with 1.2mm width, while the natural initiated crack 
surface is very sharp. Meanwhile, machining error may be another possible reason for 
the discrepancies. Every 1mm crack depth increment is accompanied by approximately 
10mm crack length increment. Hence, 0.5mm manufacturing error is enough to make 
the differences between numerical computations and experimental data to present level. 
Next, this study will validate the forward predicting model with S550 1T specimens, 
the notches of which are more close to the natural initiated crack profile. 
 




Figure 4.10 Fatigue propagation cycles comparisons for S690 0.7T specimens. 
Table 4-5 Fatigue propagation cycles from experimental test and numerical simulations 












SC1 5.00 50.00 3511 2846 18.94% 
SC2 5.00 30.00 11892 11900 -0.07% 
SC3 5.00 30.00 11982 14544 -21.38% 
SC4 5.00 30.00 11605 14544 -25.33% 
SC5 5.00 30.00 11819 14544 -23.06% 
SC6 5.00 30.00 12168 16602 -36.44% 
SC7 5.00 35.00 10559 6886 34.79% 
SC8 5.00 35.00 9453 7448 21.21% 
SC9 5.00 35.00 11533 8416 27.03% 
SC10 5.00 35.00 8512 6275 26.28% 
SC11 5.00 35.00 10793 8416 22.02% 
SC12 5.00 35.00 10197 7963 21.91% 
SC13 5.00 35.00 8609 3229 62.49% 
SC14 5.00 35.00 8485 5610 33.88% 
 
Figure 4.11 illustrates the crack profile development of S550 1T computed with forward 
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direction is faster than the growth along free surface for S550 1T specimens. Meanwhile, 
the crack growth rate difference is small compared with S690 0.7T specimens. Hence, 
the influence of machining error will be greatly reduced.  
 
Figure 4.11 Crack profiles simulated with forward predicting model for S550 1T.  
Table 4-6 compares the numerical predicted final crack length with experimental data. 
Figure 4.12 demonstrates the comparisons between numerical predicted final crack 
profiles with experimental measurements for S550 1T specimens. Black curve is the 
pre-cracking profile. Blue curve is the measured final crack profile, while red dashed 
curve is the numerical predicted final crack profile. The comparisons indicate that 
numerical results show fairly good agreement with experimental data. The maximum 
discrepancy is less than 3%. That is partially due to that the crack length increment is 
fairly small compared with the initial crack length. However, even considering the 
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Prediction (cn) (ce-cn)/ce 
SC1 7.17 43.76 42.46 2.98% 
SC2 6.80 41.36 41.84 -1.17% 
SC3 7.00 41.10 42.14 -2.52% 
SC4 7.13 41.34 42.34 -2.42% 
SC5 6.74 42.18 41.76 0.99% 
SC6 6.80 41.10 41.84 -1.81% 
SC7 6.71 41.22 41.72 -1.21% 
SC8 7.28 42.04 42.58 -1.32% 
SC9 6.32 40.22 41.22 -2.51% 
SC10 5.67 40.00 40.54 -1.36% 
SC11 7.74 42.22 43.42 -2.85% 




Table 4-7 Fatigue propagation cycles from experimental test and numerical simulations 












SC1 10.00 80.00 30485 28310 7.13% 
SC2 10.00 80.00 22997 23154 -0.68% 
SC3 10.00 80.00 28076 25724 8.38% 
SC4 10.00 90.00 16718 18338 -9.69% 
SC5 10.00 90.00 10495 14989 -42.82% 
SC6 10.00 90.00 13485 15511 -15.02% 
SC7 10.00 90.00 17108 14656 14.33% 
SC8 10.00 90.00 18729 19653 -4.93% 
SC9 10.00 90.00 11985 11393 4.94% 
SC10 10.00 90.00 6601 5881 10.91% 
SC11 10.00 90.00 20318 23742 -16.85% 
SC12 10.00 90.00 15545 16472 -5.96% 
 




Figure 4.13 Fatigue propagation cycles comparisons for S550 1T specimens. 
Table 4-7 and Fig. 4.13 illustrates the fatigue propagation cycles of S550 1T specimens 
obtained from both numerical simulation and experimental test. For most specimens, 
the forward predicting model provides fairly close results to experimental results (less 
than 15% difference).  
In summary, the forward predicting model successfully captures the fatigue 
development behaviors of S690 0.7T specimens and S550 1T specimens. The 
discrepancies caused for S690 0.7T specimens is most likely due to the blunt pre-
cracking profile differing from natural initiated crack profile. Another possible reason 
is machining error. The final crack lengths and fatigue propagation periods of S550 1T 
specimens computed with the forward predicting model show fairly good agreement 
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4.3.3 Backward predicting model and validation 
Current crack inspection techniques show good accuracy on measuring the size of long 
cracks several millimeters in depth, however, they are not sufficiently developed to 
measure short surface cracks. Backward calculations are most frequently necessary to 
predict the propagation period from the measured crack depth to a shallower crack 
depth.  
Analogous to forward predicting model, this study develops one backward predicting 
model.  Beginning from the specified crack size, after certain decrement of crack depth 
(crack length), the corresponding crack length (crack depth) decrement can be obtained 
with Eq. (4.5) based on the SIFs calculated in previous step, then the new semi-elliptical 
crack front can be determined to compute the SIF distribution along the new crack 
profile. Continue above iterative process until reaching the pre-defined crack initial size. 
This study conducts validation work for the backward predicting model with S550 1T 
test data. Figure 4.14 demonstrates the fatigue propagation cycles computed with the 
forward predicting model, backward predicting model as well as experimental data 
together. Figure 4.15 presents the backward predicted initial crack-front profile of S550 
1T specimens. The blue curve is the measured final crack profile from breaking surface 
of each specimen under a microscope. The green dashed curve is the idealized semi-
elliptical crack shape based on measured data, which will be used for backward 
calculation. The red dashed curve is the backward predicted initial crack-front profile. 
The black curve is the pre-fabricated crack profile. According to the figures, the fatigue 
propagation cycles predicted with both forward predicting model and backward 
predicting model are close to the experimental data, meanwhile, the backward predicted 
initial crack-front profile show high accuracy compared with experimental 
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measurements. The rationality and accuracy of the backward predicting model are 
validated. 
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Figure 4.15 Backward predicted initial crack-front profiles of S550 1T specimens.  
 4.4 Fatigue initiation life assessment for plain plates without machined 
notches 
This section will investigate the effects of crack initial size on fatigue propagation 
cycles with forward predicting model. Polezhayeva et al. (2009a, 2009b) conducted an 
experimental investigation to evaluate the fatigue life and fatigue initiation life of three 
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groups of plain plate specimens of different thicknesses. Table 4-8 presents the 
dimensions of the specimens. All specimens were made from EH40 steel plates, of 
which the mechanical properties are as shown in Table 4-9. The fatigue tests were 
carried out under three-point bending with constant amplitude cyclic loading at room 
temperature. The loading ratio is 0.1. 
Table 4-8 Dimensions of test specimens  
Group  Thickness (mm) Length (mm) Breadth (mm) No of Specimens 
1 22 350 22 6 
2 66 600 66 4 
3 100 820 100 4 
 
Table 4-9 Mechanical properties of EH40 steel (Polezhayeva & Badger, 2009a) 
Thickness Yield Stress Ultimate Strength Elongation 
mm MPa MPa % 
22 427 578 27 
66 467 527 29.7 
100 439 523 25.5 
 
Steel plate specimens failed near the mid-section under three-point bending, with cracks 
initiating at corners or central areas. When the crack passed through 60~100% of the 
specimen width and 15~50% of its thickness, the machine would not withstand the 
required loads. The specimen was considered failed. Plate specimens with various 
thicknesses showed different failure scenarios. The crack initiation stage occupied 
above 90% of total fatigue life for 22mm thick plate specimens, while 65~70% of total 
fatigue life for 66mm and 100mm thick plate specimens. (Polezhayeva & Badger, 
2009a). 
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4.4.1 Fatigue propagation cycles prediction using Paris’ law  
Figure 4.16 displays the SIFs corresponding to 1 MPa stress under different crack 
depths for 100mm thick plate under three-point bending. The positions of crack tips of 
surface crack profile are expressed as functions of angular position with bottom 
horizontal axis. ϕ= 0 represents surface crack tip while ϕ=π/2 represents the deepest 
crack tip. The positions of crack tips of through-width crack profile are expressed as 
the distances to the free surface with top horizontal axis.  
 
Figure 4.16 SIF distributions along crack front under different crack depths for the 
100mm thick plate specimen. 
For surface crack analysis with forward predicting model, the fatigue propagation 
cycles computed along free surface and along thickness direction using Paris’ law 
should be same. This study selects the SIF at deepest crack to predict the fatigue 
propagation cycles. For through-width crack, the SIFs are very close to each other along 
Normalized KI 
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Plate Width 
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the crack-front line. The sudden drop near the free surface is due to the singularity at 
the intersection of the crack front and the surface of the plate. This study chooses the 
SIF at central plane for subsequent analysis. 
 
Figure 4.17 Computing procedures of fatigue propagation cycles. 
Figure 4.17 demonstrates the computing procedures of fatigue propagation cycle using 
Paris’ law for the 100mm thick plate under three-point bending. Figure 4.17 (a) presents 
the SIF ranges of the crack tip at central plane under each crack depth. The SIF 
gradually increases as the crack advances. The large jump of SIF range curve when 
a=30mm represents the transition from surface-crack propagation to through-width 
propagation. Figure 4.17 (b) illustrates the cycles per unit crack depth extension. 
(a) (b) 
(c) 
ΔKI (MPa*√mm) 1/(C (∆KI)m) 
Fatigue Propagation Cycles 
a (mm) a (m ) a (m ) a (mm) 
a (mm) 
P 
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Therefore, the purple area covered by the curve represents the fatigue propagation 
cycles from fatigue initiation to final failure. The transition stage begins at a=28mm. 
One noticeable finding is that the purple area with a>28mm is very small. The physical 
meaning is the through-width fatigue propagation stage is a short stage and occupies a 
very small fraction of the total fatigue propagation period. For the analyzed case, the 
through-width crack stage only occupies 0.6% of the total propagation period while the 
short crack propagation from 0.5mm to 2mm occupies approximately 35% of the total 
propagation life. Figure 4.17 (c) shows the fatigue propagation cycles to an arbitrary 
crack depth. The curvature gradually decreases with crack depth increasing, which 
means the crack growth is accelerating as crack advances. 
During the experimental test, Polezhayeva et al. (2009a, 2009b) observed that the crack 
initiated at both central areas and corner areas. This thesis investigates the differences 
of the fatigue propagation life between middle crack, i.e. crack initiates at middle point, 
and corner crack, i.e. crack initiates at one corner, with same crack initial size. Figure 
4.18 presents the SIF variation curves of middle crack and corner crack for 100mm 
thick bending plate with a0=0.5mm and c0=5mm. Since through-width crack stage only 
occupies a very small fraction of total fatigue period, Fig. 4.18 compares the SIF of 
corner crack and middle crack at surface-crack stage only. At short crack stage (a=0.5 
mm ~ 2.0 mm), both cases yield very close SIF values. Thereafter, the SIFs of corner 
crack are slightly larger than the SIFs of middle crack until a=20mm. Then, the trend 
reverses. Gradually, obvious gap shows between the middle crack and corner crack.  








Figure 4.19 Fatigue propagation cycles of corner crack and middle crack for 100mm 
thick bending plate. 
Figure 4.19 demonstrates the fatigue propagation cycles corresponding to corner crack 
and middle crack, respectively. Middle crack needs longer time than corner crack to 
extend to the same crack depth at surface crack stage. However, corner crack can 
KI (MPa*√mm)  σ=300 MPa 
a (mm) 
Fatigue propagation cycles (∆σnom=300 MPa) 
a (mm) 
Middle crack a0=0.5mm c0=5mm 
Corner crack a0=0.5mm c0=5mm 
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propagate deeper at surface crack stage than middle crack. Corner crack and middle 
crack experience very close fatigue propagation period from crack initial size to final 
failure, as shown in Fig. 4.19.  For subsequent analysis, this thesis only considers the 
middle crack scenario. 
4.4.2 Surface crack growth under various crack initial sizes 
This section investigates the effects of crack initial size on crack-front evolution and 
the fatigue propagation cycles. More than 400 FE cases are analyzed to achieve this 
goal: 
(1) For 100mm thick bending plate, this thesis predicts the crack growth trajectory 
with six different initial aspect ratios (a0/c0=0.05; a0/c0=0.10; a0/c0=0.2; 
a0/c0=0.40; a0/c0=0.5; a0/c0=1.00) while c0 remains fixed at 5mm. Meanwhile, 
for a0/c0=0.10, two additional cases with c0=2.5mm and c0=10.0mm are 
considered.  
(2) For 66mm thick bending plate, this thesis analyzes three crack initial sizes 
(a0=0.5mm and c0=5.0mm; a0=2.0mm and c0=5.0mm; a0=1.0mm and 
c0=10.0mm).  
(3) For 22mm thick bending plate, this thesis considers only one crack initial size 
(a0=0.5mm and c0=5.0mm). 
Figure 4.20 and Fig. 4.21 demonstrate the crack growth paths with two different ways. 
Figure 4.20 displays the crack aspect ratio (a/c) variations with a/t. Figure 4.21 presents 
the crack length evolution accompanied with crack depth extension. The most 
noticeable trend is that a/c shows convergent tendency with crack extension. All curves 
in Fig. 4.20 coincide with each other after a/t>0.26, i.e., crack initial size only affects 
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the crack growth path at early propagation stage. However, due to the crack growth at 
short crack stage is very slow, crack initial size still greatly affects the fatigue 
propagation cycles.  
For 100mm thick bending plate with fixed crack initial length (c0=5mm), cracks with 
different crack initial depths follow same evolution path when a0/c0≤0.5, while different 
crack growth path occurs when a0/c0=1.0. As shown in Fig. 4.22 (a), the SIF at the 
deepest crack tip is much bigger than the SIF at surface crack tip at early stage when 
a0/c0≤0.5. There are almost no extensions along free surface while crack propagates 
along thickness direction with relatively fast speed, i.e., aspect ratio gradually increases 
with the crack length keeps almost unchanged. That is why cracks with same crack 
initial length follows same evolution path when a0/c0≤0.5. Same trend is applicable to 
66mm thick bending plate. However, crack initial size with a0/c0=1.0, the SIF of surface 
crack tip is larger than the SIF of deepest crack tip from the beginning, as shown in Fig. 
4.22 (b). Crack maintains a higher propagating rate along surface direction than 
thickness direction. Consequently, the crack aspect ratio gradually decreases with crack 
propagating.  
The initial aspect ratios of naturally initiated cracks are usually less than 0.5, sometimes 
even less than 0.1. In addition, cracks with same crack initial depth but different crack 
initial lengths show totally different growth path. Therefore, crack initial length controls 
the crack growth path.  
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Figure 4.20 Variations of crack aspect ratio (a/c) with crack propagation. 
 
 Figure 4.21 Crack shape development with crack propagation. 
t: 100mm; c0: 2.5mm, 5mm, 10mm 
t: 66mm; a0/c0: 0.1; c0: 5mm, 10mm 
t: 22mm; c0:5mm; a0/c0: 0.1;  
t: 100mm; c0:5mm; a0/c0: 1.0; 




Figure 4.22 Crack shape development from various crack initial sizes. 
Figure 4.23 (a) demonstrates the variations of SIF at the deepest crack tip with crack 
propagating under different crack initial lengths. The larger the crack initial length, the 
higher the SIF at early crack propagating stage. As demonstrated in Fig. 4.23 (b), crack 
with larger crack initial length, thus, experiences shorter fatigue propagation period. 
For 100mm thick bending plate, crack with a0=1.0mm and c0=2.5mm experiences two 
times fatigue propagation period of crack with a0=1.0mm and c0=10.0mm. 
Cracks propagating from same initial size follow same crack growth path at early stage 
even though the configurations of the plate are different, as shown in Fig. 4.21. As the 
crack advances, cracks occurring in the plate with same configuration tend to share 
same crack growth trajectory. The reason is that for shallow crack, the plate boundary 
has negligible effect on the SIF distributions along crack front. However, with crack 
propagating, the plate boundary effect becomes prominent, which will affect the SIF 











Half Plate Width 50mm Half Plate Width 50mm 
(a) c0=5mm; a0/c0 =0.05~0.5 (b) c0=5mm; a0/c0 =1.0 




Figure 4.23 (a) SIFs at the deepest crack tip of 100mm thick bending plate propagating 
from different crack initial sizes; (b) Fatigue propagation cycles of 100mm thick 
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Figure 4.24 (a) SIFs at the deepest crack tip of bending plates with different thicknesses 
extending from same initial crack condition; (b) Fatigue propagation cycles of bending 
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Figure 4.24 (a) demonstrates the variations of SIF at the deepest crack tip on bending 
plates with different thicknesses. With crack propagating, thicker plate yields slightly 
higher SIF at the deepest crack tip than thinner one. When crack extends to close to the 
side boundary region, SIF begins to significantly increase – an indication of accelerated 
crack growth. Figure 4.24 (b) illustrates the fatigue propagation cycles of the bending 
plates. The cracks propagate from same crack initial size (a0=0.5mm and c0=5.0mm). 
Generally, thickness does not greatly affect the surface fatigue propagation period. 
Bending plates with 100mm thickness and 66mm thickness yield close fatigue 
propagation cycles. The shorter propagation period of 22mm thick bending plate is due 
to the surface crack stage ends too soon because of the narrow plate width. 
4.4.3 Fatigue initiation S-N curves for bending plates 
Polezhayeva et al. (2009a, 2009b) deployed lattice strain gauges with 5mm wire step 
to the specimen surface for tracing crack initiation. The tracing device identified wire 
breaking with a sound and light signal. The first record of 5mm crack was regarded as 
crack initiation. For each specimen, both the number of cycles to failure and the number 
of cycles of crack initiation stage were recorded.  
The test equipment can only record the crack initial length but is incapable to measure 
the crack initial depth. This thesis performs a series of analysis with forward predicting 
model by varying the crack initial depth but keeping the crack initial length fixed at 
5mm. The numerical simulation with a0=1.0mm and c0=2.5mm provides the upper-
bound of the fatigue propagation cycles of all specimens, as shown in Figure 4.25. That 
will lead to conservative fatigue initiation life. The fatigue propagation lives of 66mm 
thick plate and 100mm thick plate are close to each other. That is consistent with 
numerical results, as shown in Fig. 4.24.  




Figure 4.25 Fatigue propagation S-N curve (a0=1.0mm; c0=2.5mm). 
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With summation of the backward predicted fatigue propagation cycles from crack depth 
0.5mm to 1.0mm, the total fatigue propagation cycles from crack initial size (a0=0.5 
mm and c0=2.5mm) to final failure can be derived. Finally, this thesis derives the fatigue 
initiation S-N curve for bending plates by subtracting the fatigue propagation cycles 
from total fatigue cycles, as shown in Fig. 4.26.  
4.5 Summary 
This chapter develops and validates the fatigue initiation life assessment model for plain 
plates. The primary concern is how to accurately predict the fatigue propagation life 
from crack initiation to final failure. The SIF plays an important role in predicting the 
fatigue propagation life using Paris’ law. This thesis relies on 3D FEA to compute the 
SIFs along crack front. Mesh size sensitivity analysis and convergence analysis are 
conducted to generalize best practices for 3D FE crack modeling.  
Surface-crack propagation occupies the major part of the entire propagation period. 
Understanding and quantifying the surface crack propagation life are, thus, critical for 
the development of propagation life prediction methodologies. The forward predicting 
model developed by Lin and Smith (1995) based on Newman-Raju assumption (1981) 
is validated with experimental data of S690 0.7T specimens and S550 1T specimens. 
Obvious discrepancies exist between experimental data and numerical results for S690 
0.7T specimens. For most specimens, the discrepancies of fatigue propagation cycles 
between numerical results and experimental data range from 20% ~ 35%.  The possible 
reason may be the fact that the pre-fabricated crack profile of S690 0.7T specimens 
differs from the natural initiated crack profile. The pre-fabricated notch on S690 0.7T 
specimens is blunt with 1.2mm width, while the natural initiated crack surface is very 
sharp. Meanwhile, machining error may be another possible reason for the 
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discrepancies. For S550 1T specimens, of which the pre-fabricated notch is closer to 
the natural initiated crack profile, the forward predicting model provides fairly good 
results compared with experimental data. The discrepancies of fatigue propagation 
cycles between numerical results and experimental data are within 17% except for one 
specimen. Analogous to forward predicting model, this chapter develops and validates 
a backward predicting model with experimental data.  
Numerical study indicates that corner crack and middle crack experience very close 
fatigue propagation period from crack initial size to final failure. The SIF is directly 
related to the crack shape. Consequently, accurate description of the crack growth path 
is crucial for surface crack propagation life prediction. This chapter analyzes more than 
400 FE models to reveal the influences of various parameters, such as plate thickness, 
crack initial length, crack initial depth, etc. on crack growth path. The most noticeable 
finding is that with crack extension, a/c, shows convergent tendency. When a0/c0≤0.5, 
crack initial length controls the crack growth path. Generally, under same condition, 
crack with larger crack initial length experiences shorter fatigue propagation period, 
e.g., for the 100mm thick bending plate, crack with a0=1.0mm and c0=2.5mm 
experiences two times fatigue propagation period of crack with a0=1.0mm and 
c0=10.0mm. 
Finally, the fatigue initiation S-N curve (a0=0.5mm and c0=5mm) for bending plates is 
derived through a combination of forward predicting model, backward predicting 
model and experimental data. 
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CHAPTER FIVE     FATIGUE INITIATION LIFE ASSESSMENT 
FOR CRUCIFORM WELDED JOINTS 
5.1 Introduction 
Welded connections are common practice for offshore structures. The changes of 
geometry due to welding will generally induce stress concentration at the weld toe or 
weld root. Meanwhile, the welding process will most frequently produce defects and 
introduce residual stresses. These factors cause that fatigue cracks preferentially initiate 
at the welded joints. Consequently, fatigue initiation assessment of the welded joints 
should be an area with high focus.  
This chapter presents the study of fatigue initiation assessment of three groups of 
double-sided full-penetration welded cruciform joints. Both numerical simulations and 
fatigue tests are carried out to calibrate and validate the proposed fatigue initiation life 
assessment model. In order to develop reliable fatigue assessment model, a thorough 
understanding of the characteristics of fatigue behaviors at each stage is necessary. 
Although experimental test may not be the only avenue to achieve this purpose, it is the 
most direct way.  
This chapter aims to develop appropriate techniques to monitor the fatigue behaviors 
from the beginning to final failure and to correlate the strain gauge responses with 
fatigue crack development by an experimental test carried out at the structural 
engineering laboratory in the Department of Civil and Environmental Engineering 
(CEE), National University of Singapore (NUS). The experiment tests three groups of 
double-sided full-penetration welded cruciform specimens, which are designed through 
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a numerical parametric study of the effects of different composed parts on fatigue 
propagation.  
Experimental observations indicate that the forward predicting model introduced in 
Chapter 4 are not applicable to cruciform welded joints. This chapter develops a new 
fatigue propagation assessment approach through a cross reference to experimental data 
and the numerical parametric study results.  
5.2 Design of cruciform welded specimens 
5.2.1 3D FE modeling 
 
Figure 5.1 Geometric parameters of the cruciform welded joint. 
A cruciform joint includes three steel plates joined together by welding process, as 
shown in Fig. 5.1. FEACrack (2013) is not applicable to generate the 3D FE models for 
cruciform welded joints, while T-form surface crack model is an available option. This 
thesis develops a program with Intel Visual Fortran (2011)  to extend the T-form 
surface-crack model to the cruciform surface-crack model and to extend the plain plate 
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through-width crack model to cruciform through-width crack model. As shown in Fig. 
5.2, the green parts are generated with FEACrack and extended to the desired 3D 
cruciform surface crack model and 3D cruciform through-width crack model, 
respectively.  
 
Figure 5.2 (a) 3D surface-crack FE model; (b) 3D through-width FE model. 
The self-developed program is validated with sample cruciform welded specimens 
(ν=0.3 and E=206000 MPa). The dimension is as shown in Table 5-1. This study applies 
unit pressure to the top end of the attachment plate and fixed the vertical freedoms of 
the two ends of the main plate, which generates an in-plane bending action in the 
horizontal plate. The surface crack locates at the middle point of the left bottom weld 
toe with a=5mm and c=8.33mm, while the through-width crack depth, a, is 20mm. 
Table 5-1 Dimensions of the sample cruciform welded joints 
Parameter Dimension Parameter Dimension Parameter Dimension 
L  (mm) 300 TAH (mm) 80 hw (mm) 10 
W (mm) 95 BAH (mm) 300 Ltt (mm) 40 
t   (mm) 20/40 t'       (mm) 20   
Note: t=20mm for surface crack case; t=40mm for through-width crack case 
This study validates the self-developed program by comparing the SIF values along the 
crack front and stress field near the deepest crack tip calculated with auto-generated 
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model and manually generated model. For surface crack case, the auto-generated model 
yields same results as the manually generated model, as shown in Fig. 5.3. 
 
Figure 5.3 Validation of the auto-generated 3D surface crack model: (a) Stress field 
near the deepest crack tip (von Mises Stress); (b) SIFs along the crack front. 
 
 
Manually Generated Model 
Auto- Generated Model 
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For the through-width crack case, the negligible differences of the SIFs are due to the 
auto-generated model includes some C3D15 elements along the weld edge while 
manually generated model is purely modeled with C3D20R elements, see Fig. 5.4. The 
numerical results indicate that the auto-generated models are suitable for subsequent 
analyses. The mesh density is kept the same as the 3D FE models of plain plates.  
 
Figure 5.4 Validation of the auto-generated 3D through-width crack model: (a) Stress 
field near the deepest crack tip (von Mises Stress); (b) SIFs along the crack front. 
Manually Generated Model 
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5.2.2 Deign of experimental specimens 
In order to make the test specimens more representative, this thesis performs a 
parametric study to screen out the critical geometric parameters by varying five 
geometric parameters, the main plate length (L), the main plate width (W), the main 
plate thickness (t), the attachment plate thickness (t’) and the cruciform specimen height 
(H). Table 5-2 presents the dimensions of the investigated specimen determined by 
considering the allowable space of the testing machine. The Young’s modulus, E, is 
206000MPa and the Poisson’s ratio, ν, is 0.3. To allow for the comparison on the effect 
of each geometric parameter, the numerical simulation considers three dimensions for 
each geometric parameter with the other four parameters fixed. Unit pressure is applied 
to the top end surface of the attachment plate, which generates bending load in the base 
plate. One semi-elliptical crack locates at the middle location of the bottom surface of 
main plate along the weld toe. This is the pure mode I crack. The KI values along crack 
front under two crack size (a=1.0mm and c=10.0mm; a=4.5mm and c=45.0mm) are 
reference criteria for judgment.  
Table 5-2 Dimensions of the reference cruciform welded joint 
Parameter Dimension Parameter Dimension Parameter Dimension 
L  (mm) 300 TAH (mm) 80 hw   (mm) 10 
W (mm) 95 BAH (mm) 80 Ltt (mm) 40 
t   (mm) 20 t'       (mm) 20   
This study first investigates the effect of the length of main plate by varying the length 
to 150mm, 200mm. Figure 5.5 (a) shows the KI curves for these three configurations. 
The closely coincidence of three curves for each crack depth indicates that the main 
plate length will not affect the fatigue growth rate. Same conclusion is also applicable 
to the thickness and the height of attachment plate, as shown in Fig. 5.5 (c) and Fig. 5.5 
(d). The configuration with 95mm wide main plate yields slightly different KI values 
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from the other two configurations with 120mm and 200mm wide main plate at 4.5 mm 
crack depth but almost same KI values at 1mm crack depth, as shown in Fig. 5.5 (b). 
Most likely, the boundary effects of the front and rear back sides induces such 
discrepancy since the crack tip at the free surface (c = 45mm) is very close to the front 
and rear corners of the configuration with 95mm width. However, such a small gap will 
not significantly affect the fatigue growth rate.  
Figure 5.5 (e) illustrates the KI curves along the crack front under 1mm crack depth and 
4.5mm crack depth for three configurations with 20mm, 40mm and 60mm thick main 
plate. As expected, the KI values increase as main plate thickness increases, which 
complies with the thickness effect reported by many researchers. The thickness effect 
is the phenomenon observed in fatigue test of welded joints that the fatigue life 
decreases as the thickness of the member where crack initiates increases (Mashiri & 
Zhao, 2005). Obviously, the main plate thickness shows pronounce effect on the fatigue 
propagation life. 
The findings of the parametric study provide clear guidance on the design of test 
specimens. It deserves particular attentions to monitor and investigate the fatigue 
behaviors of cruciform welded joints with different main plate thicknesses. The 
geometric effects of other parameters are beyond the scope of this thesis because of 
negligible influence on the fatigue propagation.  
With an overall consideration of practicability and representativeness, the experimental 
program includes three groups of double-sided full-penetration welded cruciform joints 
with different main plate thicknesses, designated as BT20 (t=20mm), BT40 (t=40mm) 
and BT60 (t=60mm). Figure 5.6 illustrates the dimensions of the cruciform welded 
joints considered in this thesis. For all three groups, the attachment plate thickness (t’) 
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remains fixed at 20mm; the main plate length (L) remains fixed at 340mm; the main 
plate width (W) remains fixed at 95mm. The weld height maintains constant at 10mm 
with the toe-to-toe distance fixed at 20mm. Three groups of specimens keep same total 
height (H) at 400mm by adjusting the top attachment height while maintaining the 
bottom attachment height constant at 80mm. 
Offshore industry is increasingly applying high-strength steels (yield 
strength >500MPa) to engineering applications, recognizing the benefits from the 
enhanced strength to weight ratio over conventional steels and the associated cost 
savings. However, very limited published codes and standards document the fracture 
and fatigue performance of high-strength steels employed in offshore engineering. To 
meet with the engineering demands, total nineteen test specimens are fabricated from 
the high-strength steel S550, six specimens for each group with one extra BT60 
specimen for testing purpose. Table 5-3 presents the chemical compositions and 
mechanical properties of S550 steels at room temperature.   
Table 5-3 Chemical compositions and mechanical properties of S550 steels 
Chemical compositions 
C Si Mn P S Cu Cr Ni Mo 
0.106 0.327 1.41 0.01 0.0015 0.121 0.454 0.918 0.462 
Mechanical properties 
Young's modulus  (GPa) 220     
Yield strength       (MPa) 640     
Ultimate strength  (MPa) 816     
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5.3 Experimental test on full-penetration cruciform welded joints 
5.3.1 Experimental program and procedures 
The experimental program includes three groups (BT20, BT40, BT60), total nineteen 
double-sided full-penetration welded cruciform joints. The objectives of the 
experimental test are:  
(1) to understand the characteristics of fatigue crack development of welded joints;  
(2) to correlate fatigue crack development with strain variations;  
(3) to calibrate and validate the proposed fatigue initiation life assessment model.   
The experimental test employs a 50 tonne capacity servo hydraulic testing machine, see 
Fig. 5.7 (b), to apply a 5Hz cyclic compressive load to the top end of the attachment 
plate, which generates a bending load in the main plate. The experimental program 
includes three nominal stress levels, 250 MPa, 300 MPa and 333 MPa with a fixed 
stress ratio of 0.1, corresponding to nominal stress range 225 MPa, 270 MPa and 300 
MPa. The critical tensile stress locating at the bottom weld toe preferentially induces 
crack initiation along the bottom weld toe. The last two specimens of each group are 
tested with left bottom weld toe grinded while all other specimens are tested with as-
welded condition.  
The experiment is not a standard fatigue test with regulated testing procedures 
documented in published standards and codes. The most difficult aspects are to record 
the fatigue initiation period and to monitor the crack-front evolution. This thesis carries 
out a trial-and-error testing way and timely adjusts the experimental procedures to meet 
the encountered technical challenges. 





Figure 5.7 Experimental set-up and apparatuses. 
  
(b) Servo-hydraulic testing machine  
(c) Strain gauges & ACPD Probes 
(d) Oscilloscope (e)ACPD switch panel 
(a) Experimental set-up 
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The crack opening gauge (COD gauge) can give a precise indication of the crack-mouth 
opening displacement (CMOD). Qian et al. (2013) proposed a compliance approach to 
determine the amount of crack extension with COD gauge for through-thickness 
cracked plates and surface cracked plates, respectively. The amount of extension 
derives from the measured CMOD and a polynomial regression of a calibrated linear-
elastic finite element study. The advantage of this approach is the high level accuracy 
on measuring the extension of shallow surface crack, which makes it the first choice of 
this experimental test.  
Five or seven strain gauges deployed along the bottom weld toe monitor the variations 
of strain perpendicular to the weld line during the cyclic test, as shown in Fig. 5.7 (c).  
An oscilloscope collects the strain gauge readings 20~40 times every load cycle (see 
Fig. 5.7 (d)). The experiment monitors the strain gauge readings from the beginning. 
When the readings of strain gauges reduce to certain level, e.g., 20% of the initial value, 
dye penetrant inspection in combination with eye observation will be performed to 
identify the crack locations, as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). Once the experimental test 
identifies the crack location, aluminum plates will be mounted on both sides of the 
crack site to fix the COD gauge. The COD gauge measures the CMOD and periodically 
transfers the data to Oscilloscope until the specimen final failure. The criterias for final 
failure are the specimen becomes unstable to afford to the cyclic compressive load, as 
shown in Fig. 5.8 (c). 
The experimental test faces two critical challenges, which are recognized after 
completing the first five specimens: (1) the determination of main crack location; and 
(2) the establishment of the relationship between crack extension and crack opening 
displacement with LEFM study. Unlike the plate specimens tested by Qian et al. (2013), 
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which had pre-fabricated semi-elliptical machined notches, the investigated specimens 
in this thesis are intact ones. Many shallow cracks may initiate at different locations 
along both bottom weld toes. Even, for several specimens, crack first initiates at one 
side while the specimen is final failure at the other side. Therefore, the COD gauge, 
most frequently, cannot be installed to the appropriate location. In addition, due to lack 
of the information on crack growth path, there is no practical way to correlate the crack 
opening displacement to crack-front shape.  
 
Figure 5.8 (a) Crack identification with dye penetrant inspection; (b) COD gauge set-
up; (c) Final failure of specimen. 
This thesis proposes an alternative approach to overcome these challenges by replacing 
the COD gauge with Alternate Current Drop Potential (ACPD) sensors. This 
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measure the crack depth development, as shown in Fig. 5.7 (c). The ACPD switch panel 
(see Fig. 5.7 (e)) collects data from each sensor every 15 seconds and sends the readings 
to the terminal computer for storage and display.  
ACPD is an electromagnetic crack depth profile measurement technique. The 
measuring principle relies on the fact that a crack will disturb the alternating current 
flowing in a thin skin on the surface of a member. By measuring the voltages across the 
crack and adjacent to it, the crack depth can be derived from Eq. (5.1) (TSC Inspection 
Systems, 2009). Fig. 5.9 (a) illustrates the physical meaning of the symbols in Eq. (5.1). 
One crack site entails four electrodes in order to measure both the crack voltage and 
reference voltage. Fig 5.9 (b) displays an example of the deployment of ACPD 
electrodes.  
, = G©' ª«ª© − G«G©                                                                                      (5.1)                        
 
Figure 5.9 (a) ACPD schematic diagram; (b) Deployment example of ACPD electrodes. 
The following paragraph outlines the improved experimental procedures: 
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(1) Perform the static pre-load test before the cyclic test to ensure the compressive 
load appropriately applied by comparing the strain at 0.4t to weld toe with 
theoretical analyzed results. 
(2) Monitor the strain gauge readings and ACPD values from the beginning until 
the final failure. 
(3) Carry out the dye penetrant inspection in combination with eye observation 
periodically to monitor the crack length development at surface crack stage. 
(4) Periodically measure the crack depths at the two side edges at through-width 
crack stage.  
Table 5-4 Experimental program for cruciform welded joints  
No Specimen Pmax R ∆σnom Strain Gauge ACPD COD 
  
  (KN)   (MPa) Left Right Left Right   
1 BT60-0 131.5 0.1 135 5 5 N N Y 
2 BT60-1 263.1 0.1 270 5 5 N N Y 
3 BT40-1 116.9 0.1 270 5 5 N N Y 
4 BT20-1 29.3 0.1 270 5 5 N N Y 
5 BT20-2 24.4 0.1 225 5 5 N N Y 
6 BT40-2 97.4 0.1 225 5 5 N N Y 
7 BT60-2 219.2 0.1 225 5 5 4 4 N 
8 BT20-3 29.3 0.1 270 5 5 4 4 N 
9 BT40-3 116.9 0.1 270 5 5 4 4 N 
10 BT60-3 263.1 0.1 270 5 5 4 4 N 
11 BT40-4 97.4 0.1 225 5 5 4 4 N 
12 BT20-4 24.4 0.1 225 5 5 4 4 N 
13 BT60-4 219.2 0.1 225 5 5 4 4 N 
14 BT20-5 Overloaded 0.1             
15 BT20-6 32.5 0.1 300 Grinded 7 Grinded N N 
16 BT40-5 129.9 0.1 300 Grinded 7 Grinded 2 N 
17 BT60-5 292.3 0.1 300 Grinded 7 Grinded 2 N 
18 BT60-6 292.3 0.1 300 Grinded 5 Grinded 4 N 
19 BT40-6 129.9 0.1 300 Grinded 5 Grinded 4 N 
Note: R-loading ratio 
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Table 5-4 summarizes the details of the experimental program. The test for BT60-0 was 
abandoned when the fatigue cycles exceeded 5,000,000 cycles due to too low nominal 
stress range applied. The BT20-5 was overloaded during static pre-load test. Therefore, 
subsequent analysis will not include the data collected from these two specimens. 
5.3.2 Experimental observations 
A thorough understanding of the fatigue crack behaviors at a welded joint is of great 
significance for developing a sound fatigue initiation and propagation assessment 
model. This sub-section describes the crack-front evolution of cruciform welded joints 
observed during the experimental test.  
A few cracks randomly initiate along the bottom weld toes after approximately 30% of 
the total fatigue cycles, as shown in Fig. 5.8 (a). For most specimens, the cracks tend to 
initiate near the center of weld toe, which, reported by other researchers, is due to higher 
welding residual stresses at the center of welded specimens (Verreman & Nie, 1996).  
The shallow cracks continually grow and converge with each other, and finally form a 
dominant semi-elliptical shape crack propagating towards both sides. Though scatters 
exist in the crack development due to the variability of the weld toes, most frequently, 
the center of the semi-elliptical crack locates within the area between front quarter and 
rear quarter.  
As an example, Fig. 5.10 demonstrates the crack surface of BT40-1 tested with ∆σnom 
= 225MPa. Beach marks on the fatigue surface clearly reconstruct the crack 
development trajectory as described above. Three small cracks initiate along the bottom 
weld toe at the central area, designated as (1), (2), (3) in the figure. The crack (1) 
possesses the biggest crack size with low aspect ratio (a/c<0.1). The arrows mark the 
coalescence points and boundaries of the three cracks. The crack (1) shows stronger 
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capability to expand compared with the other two cracks. For the finally formed 
dominated semi-elliptical crack profile, the deepest crack tip is at the center of the crack 
(1). These observations are valuable information to calibrate the proposed fatigue 
propagation life assessment model.  
 
Figure 5.10 Beach marks on crack surface of BT40-1. 
Figure 5.11 presents the strain gauge responses of BT60-5 with fatigue development. 
Seven strain gauges are deployed along the right bottom weld toe to monitor the strain 
variations of front corner, 1/8 width to front corner, front quarter, middle point, rear 
quarter, 1/8 width to rear corner and rear corner. Figure 5.12 illustrates the 
corresponding relation between the channel of oscilloscope and the monitoring position. 
The strain gauges measure the strain of the positions approximately 3mm~4mm to weld 
toe. 











Figure 5.11 Strain gauge responses of BT60-5 with fatigue development. 
 
Figure 5.12 Strain gauge deployment of BT60-5 and corresponding relation with the 
channel of oscilloscope. 
Before crack initiating, the readings of strain gauges nearby the crack sites begin to 
decrease while the values of the strain gauge far from the crack sites keep unchanged, 
such as the front corner (CH5) and rear corner (CH11). With crack propagating, the 
declines of the influenced strain gauges accelerate. The test will be paused overnight. 
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At the beginning of the next day test, spurious peaks, as shown in Fig. 5.10 around 
40000 cycles, appear on the strain curves. Only strain gauges near the crack show 
spurious peaks after a long pause of the test, while the readings of the gauges far from 
the crack keep unchanged, e.g., CH5 and CH11 in Fig. 5.11. A possible reason is due 
to the friction between the two crack surfaces. The experimental test mainly relies on 
strain gauges to confirm the strain reduction ratio at crack initiation. If the peak occurs 
long after the crack initiation, it will not affect the experiment. An important finding is 
that with the crack approaching certain site, the corresponding strain gauge values will 
first increase followed by a drastic decrease. The above described strain variations of 
BT50-5 with crack development are general characteristics observed on most of the test 
specimens. 
As might be expected, through-width crack stage only occupies a small part of the total 
fatigue period. As shown in Fig. 5.11, through-width fatigue propagation cycles 
constitutes approximately 20% of total fatigue cycles for BT60-5. In order to 
understand the through-width fatigue behaviors, the experimental test set up two video 
cameras to record the crack development along front vertical edge and rear vertical edge 
at through-width fatigue stage. During the entire test, the crack seldom approaches the 
font corner and rear corner simultaneously, e.g., when crack approaches the rear corner 
of BT60-6, the crack already propagates approximately four millimeters along the front 
vertical edge, as shown in Fig. 5.13. Figure 5.13 demonstrates the screenshots of six 
time instants of BT60-6 from the beginning of through-width crack to final failure. The 
crack plane is not a straight vertical plane at weld toe but slightly inclined towards 
attachment plate. Crack maintains a high-speed extension at both edges - propagates 
approximately 30mm within 50 minutes.   




Figure 5.13 Through-width crack development of BT60-6. 
Beginning of through-width crack  
20 minutes later  
30 minutes later  
40 minutes later  
45 minutes later  
50 minutes later  
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Examination on the crack surface by breaking the failed specimens with static load 
further reveals the fatigue behaviors of cruciform welded joints. Figure 5.14 shows the 
fatigue fracture surface of BT40-3, with the front corner area, central area, rear corner 
area observed under 60 times microscope. The red line is the division between fatigue 
crack propagation surface (upper part) generated by cyclic load and the fast fracture 
surface (lower part) generated by static load. The most noticeable sign in Fig. 5.14 is 
the fatigue propagation presents a smooth surface, while the fast fracture shows a 
fibrous and irregular one. Meanwhile, the corner areas of the fatigue propagation region 
are considerably rough compared with the central area. This is due to the higher crack 
growth rate at corner areas compared with central area. 
 
Figure 5.14 Fatigue fracture surface of BT40-3. 
Fatigue crack propagation surface 
Fast fracture surface  
Straight-fronted cracks Straight-fronted cracks 
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Another worthy of attention is many small straight-fronted cracks, perpendicular to the 
crack plane, appear along the weld toe and progressively vanish with crack propagation. 
This phenomenon is observed at the crack surface of all test specimens. Beach marks 
in Fig. 5.10 indicate that the straight-fronted cracks appear at the coalescence point of 
small cracks. Other researchers, such as Verreman and Nie (Verreman & Nie, 1996), 
Totten et al. (2008), etc., observed same phenomenon during their test and designate 
the straight-fronted cracks as “Ratcheting Marks”.  The generally accepted view in the 
academia is ratcheting marks originate when multiple cracks nucleated at different 
planes join together. The marks are actually the boundary between two adjacent failure 
planes. They are perpendicular to the crack propagation plane if bending forces are 
dominant driven forces caused the failure.  
This explanation matches with the observations in Fig. 5.10 and Fig. 5.14. 
Consequently, the ratcheting marks are good indications to locate the crack initiation 
sites. This observation brings new challenge to the numerical model development for 
cruciform welded joints. Fig 5.14 and Fig. 4.1 (a) imply that the fatigue development 
of plain plates and cruciform welded joints are different, particularly along the free 
surface. No “Ratcheting Marks” appear along the free surface of plain plates. Since the 
crack propagation show different mechanisms between plain plate and cruciform 
welded joints, the Newman-Raju assumption, referred in Chapter 4, may fail for 
cruciform welded joints. 
Particular phenomenon contradicted the general characteristic has been observed, e.g., 
the fatigue crack surface is in the same plane for all the specimens except BT40-6, as 
shown in Fig. 5.15. This is caused by weld defects, which are unavoidable in as-welded 
test specimens. 




Figure 5.15 Multi-plane crack on BT40-6. 
5.3.3 Experimental results and discussions 
This section presents and discusses three aspects of experimental results - strain gauge 
responses, ACPD data and total fatigue cycles, followed by a summary of the finalized 
experimental procedures. The correlation between fatigue crack development and strain 
variations is one of the primary foci to investigate in this experiment; ACPD data is an 
important reference to calibrate and validate the proposed numerical model; Total 
fatigue cycles are indispensable information for calculating the fatigue initiation cycles 
with the proposed numerical model. Occasionally, the high frequency vibration of the 
specimen induced by cyclic load will damage the strain gauges or cause the ACPD 
probes fall off, particularly in the early stage of the test, when the operations are not 
skilled. Hence, the measurements of some specimens are not reliable and will not be 
referred in subsequent discussion. 
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• Strain gauge responses 
Section 5.3.2 demonstrates the variations of strain gauge readings with crack 
development for BT60-5. The initial readings of different strain gauges show 
discrepancies due to the distances from the strain gauges to weld toe are slightly 
different. The discussion, hereafter, will base on the normalized strain values in order 
to reduce the interference. This study conducts the 3D FEA to interpret the observations. 
The strains of five locations with 3.5mm distance to the weld toe, uniformly distributed 
from one corner to the middle point, are calculated from the intact condition to deep 
crack with c0=45mm with an incremental step of 5mm. The crack aspect ratio maintains 
constant at 0.1, which derives from ACPD measurement.  
Figure 5.16 (a) presents the strain curves of the five locations. The most noticeable 
trend is the strain responses of concerned location gradually increase with crack 
approaching and reach maximum when the location becomes the crack tip, thereafter, 
the strain responses drastically decrease. This is consistent with our observations from 
the test, particularly the strain gauges installed to the corners. Further explorations of 
the stress field (von Mises stress) near the weld toe under different crack sizes, as shown 
in Fig. 5.16 (b), conclude a reasonable explanation to this phenomenon. Crack 
extension causes stress concentration at the crack tips, leading to the stress and strain 
increase around the crack tip. The larger the crack size, the more severe the stress 
concentration. That is why the readings of the strain gauges at the corner, usually, show 
the most noticeable increase with crack tip approaching. Generally, the stress 
concentration range is considerably small, which has no influence on the area far from 
the crack tip. Consequently, with crack approaching, the strains of locations far from 
the crack tip keep constant, as shown in Fig. 5.16 (a).  When crack passes the location, 
the strain will rapidly reduce. The larger the crack size, the faster the strain reduction.  




Figure 5.16 (a) Numerical calculated strain variations with crack development; (b) 
Stress field (von Mises stress) nearby the weld toe under different crack lengths. 
Half crack length: 15mm  Half crack length: 25mm  
Half crack length: 35mm  Half crack length: 45mm  
Normalized strain value (3.5mm to weld toe)  
(a)  
(b)  
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The following paragraphs examine and discuss the measured strain gauge values with 
reference to the numerical analysis results. A general conclusion drawn by reviewing 
the strain gauge readings of all specimens is that dye penetrant inspection can detect 
cracks before 30% strain reduction. The measurements representing the general trend 
are presented here in the form of figures, as shown in Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18. The 
vertical red line in each figure indicates the moment that the first crack is detected by 
dye penetrant inspection in combination with eye observation. Dye penetrant inspection 
results, however, may not be appropriate to indicate the crack initiation moment and 
derive the relation between crack initiation and strain reduction ratio because of the 
challenges encountered: 
(1) The dye penetrant inspection can only capture considerably large cracks after 
the crack initiation. Particularly, for the specimens with ACPD probes deployed, 
the cables and sensors fill with the narrow space and block the view, as shown 
in Fig. 5.7 (c), which greatly increases the difficulty of detection. 
(2) The dye penetrant inspection is not real-time monitoring technique. The 
experimental test carries out dye penetrant inspection periodically every half to 
one hour corresponding to 10000 to 20000 fatigue cycles. Since the strain 
reduces rapidly when crack opening exists, the strain gauge responses at the 
moment first crack detected may have big difference from the strain at crack 
initiation moment. 
An inflection point comes into notice after plotting all the strain gauge data. Figure 5.17 
and Fig. 5.18 present the inflection points by red circles with the tangent lines (black 
dashed lines) of the strain curves plotted at these points. Both experimental observations 
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and numerical results support that the inflection point correlates with the crack initiation 
or crack approaching: 
(1) The strain gauge readings reduce rapidly after the inflection point, which 
matches the conclusion drawn by numerical analysis. 
(2) When the strain is decreasing, the strain reduction begins to accelerate after the 
inflection point – a good indicator of substantial crack growth. Particularly 
when the inflection point occurs, the normalized strain is still relatively large, 
generally, >80% of initial strain. 
(3) Experimental observations indicate that the inflection point of the strain curve 
at the corner corresponds to the moment when the crack approaches the corner.  
(4) For the four specimens displayed in Fig. 5.17 and Fig. 5.18, the first crack 
detected by dye penetrant inspection is close to the strain gauge, of which the 
strain curve first shows the inflection point. 
Examination of the strain reduction ratio at the inflection points leads to the conclusion 
that 20% strain reduction, most times less than 10%, indicates the crack initiation. 
Finally, this thesis correlates the fatigue development with strain variations: 
(1) The inflection point of the strain curve represents the crack initiates at or 
approaches the corresponding location.  
(2) 10% ~ 20% strain reduction indicates crack initiation. 
(3) With crack approaching, the strain will first gradually increase, thereafter, 
drastically decrease. 
 




Figure 5.17 Strain gauge response of BT40-1 and BT40-6. 
Normalized strain gauge response (peak value) 
(a) BT40-1 (Total cycles: 149,093; ∆σ: 270 MPa)  
Normalized strain gauge response (peak value) 
(b) BT40-6 (Total cycles: 202,065; ∆σ: 300 MPa)  
First crack detected between 
71.25 mm to front corner 
First crack detected nearby rear corner (95mm) 
 
- Inflection point 
- Inflection point 




Figure 5.18 Strain gauge response of BT60-5 and BT20-2. 
Normalized strain gauge response (peak value)  
(a) BT60-5 (Total cycles: 99,423; ∆σ:  300 MPa)  
Normalized strain gauge response (peak value) 
(b) BT20-2 (Total cycles: 416,613; ∆σ:  225 MPa)  
First crack detected between 23.75mm and 
47.5mm 
First crack detected 
around 47.5mm 
Strain gauge malfunction 
- Inflection point 
- Inflection point 
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• ACPD data 
The experimental test employs two to four ACPD probes to measure the crack depth 
development at different sites along the weld toe. Next section will calibrate and 
validate the proposed fatigue propagation life assessment model by referring to the 
ACPD data. The discussion, here, mainly focuses on the characteristics of crack growth 
of cruciform welded joints summarized from the ACPD data.  
 
Figure 5.19 Crack depth development of BT60-5 measured by ACPD. 
Figure 5.19 presents the crack growth curves of BT60-5 at two positions, 1/8 width to 
middle point from both sides. The horizontal axis shows the fatigue cycles, N, while 
the vertical axis shows the crack depth, a. The slope of the curve is the crack growth 
rate. After approximately 40000 cycles, crack propagates with a gradually increasing 
rate. At around 80000 cycles, an inflection point occurs, marked as a red circle in Fig. 
5.19.  
As described in Section 5.3.2, BT50-5 changes to through-width crack after 
approximately 80685 cycles. Therefore, the inflection point is the division between 
a (mm) 
N 
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surface crack propagation and through-width crack propagation. The crack growth rate 
rapidly increases with crack extension at through-width propagation stage. That is the 
reason why through-width crack only occupies a small part of the total fatigue period. 
  
Figure 5.20 Measured crack profiles of BT60-5.  
Figure 5.20 presents the crack profiles at a=1.0 mm and a=4.5 mm by fitting the 
measured data with a semi-elliptical function. The crack initiates with a very small 
crack aspect ratio, approximately 0.04 at a=1.0mm, while at the end of surface crack 
stage, the crack aspect ratio becomes approximately 0.1 at a=4.5mm. Figure 5.20 also 
shows the through-width crack profiles by plotting the crack depths of four locations at 
different time instants. The picture in the left bottom is the crack surface of BT60-5. 
Dye penetrants attached to the surface illustrate the crack profiles, which are similar to 
the measure cracked profiles with ACPD.  
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• Total fatigue cycles of cruciform welded specimens 
Figure 5.21 (a) displays the cruciform welded specimens with fatigue failure. Figure 
5.22 and Table 5-5 present the observed total fatigue cycles, respectively. Two Instron 
servo hydraulic testing machines are placed in parallel in the NUS CEE structural lab 
with approximately 10m distance, which share the same pump. During the experimental 
test, the two machines, occasionally, interfered each other, which caused BT20-5 and 
BT60-6 overloaded during the pre-static test. The experimental test abandoned BT20-
5 due to overbending, as shown in Fig. 5.21 (b), but kept BT60-6 since no obvious 
deformation observed. Under same loading condition, the fatigue cycles of BT60-6 are 
approximately two times of BT60-5. A high possibility is due to the overloading during 
pre-static test made BT60-6 buckling. 
 
Figure 5.21 (a) Cruciform specimens with fatigue failure; (b) BT20-5 with overbending. 
A common phenomenon observed in the fatigue test is the scatter of fatigue test data, 
even for identical specimens in the same group (see Fig. 5.22 and Table 5-5). Fatigue 
(a) (b) 
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is a complex process, in particular, the fatigue initiation is relative to microstructural 
behaviors of materials, so that the fatigue life is affected by many factors. 
 
Figure 5.22 Total fatigue cycles of cruciform welded specimens. 
Table 5-5 Total fatigue cycles of cruciform welded specimens 
Specimen ∆σnom (MPa) N Specimen 
∆σnom  
(MPa) N Specimen 
∆σnom 
(MPa) N 
BT20-1 270 268902 BT40-1 270 149093 BT60-1 270 108407 
BT20-2 225 416613 BT40-2 225 266875 BT60-2 225 252407 
BT20-3 270 146997 BT40-3 270 145035 BT60-3 270 88629 
BT20-4 225 554572 BT40-4 225 244325 BT60-4 225 233940 
BT20-5 300 Overloaded BT40-5 300 156764 BT60-5 300 99423 
BT20-6 300 110187 BT40-6 300 202065 BT60-6 300 193579 
 
The load amplitude applied to the welded joint shows the most prominent influences 
on the fatigue life. The relationship between total fatigue cycles (N) and stress range 
can be expressed by Eq. (2.10). The exponent coefficient, mS-N, derived by substituting 
fatigue cycles of BT40 specimens and BT60 specimens tested under nominal stress 
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within the range recommended by industry standards (ABS, 2014) - a good support of 
the validity of the test results. 
The size and distribution of the weld defects have noticeable effect on the fatigue life - 
a considerably large weld defect will make the fatigue process skip the crack initiation 
stage and directly enter propagation stage. Figure 5.23 plots the normalized strain 
variations of BT20-3. Front quarter (23.75mm), middle point (47.5mm), rear quarter 
(71.25mm) drastically decrease from the beginning, which is a strong indication of 
considerably large welded defects existing in the middle area of BT20-3. That is the 
reason for the short fatigue period of BT20-3.  
 
Figure 5.23 Normalized strain gauge values of BT20-3. 
The above discussion provides solutions on improvement of fatigue life by removing 
the toe defects with toe grinding. The principle is that an initiation period is introduced 
by removing the defects so that the total fatigue life is substantially increased. The left 
bottom weld toes of specimens tested under 300 MPa nominal stress range is grinded. 
Normalized strain gauge response (peak value) 
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Statistically, the fatigue performance is enhanced. However, not all specimens can 
benefit from grinding since only one side is grinded.  
Gurney (1979, 1989) discussed the phenomenon in fatigue of welded joints where the 
fatigue life may decrease, as the member thickness increases, designated as thickness 
effect. An empirical thickness correction for fatigue life is expressed by Eq. (5.2). 
N=NR (tR/t)0.75                                                                                                             (5.2) 
Where, NR is the fatigue life of a reference specimen with thickness tR and N is the 
fatigue life of a specimen with thickness t under consideration.  
BT40 and BT60 specimens tested under 225 MPa and 270 MPa show obvious thickness 
effect compared with BT20 specimens under same loading condition. The fatigue lives 
of BT20 specimens and BT40 specimens comply with Eq. (5.1). However, the thickness 
effect between BT40 and BT60 is not so prominent.  
Fatigue is a weakest link process, nucleating at the locations where stresses, geometry, 
defects and materials combine to form optimum conditions for fatigue crack initiation 
and propagation (Mashiri & Zhao, 2005). Though crack usually initiates near the center 
of the weld toe, exception occurs on BT20-4 – crack initiates and propagates from rear 
corner, as shown in Fig. 5.24, which experiences a longer fatigue propagation period 
compared with BT20-2 tested under same loading condition. 
 
Figure 5.24 Fatigue surface of BT20-4. 
Fatigue propagation surface 
Fast fracture surface 
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Besides, many additional aspects, such as fabrication process, residual stresses, surface 
quality, toe profile, grain size, loading direction, even the skill of the laboratory 
technicians, etc. will affect the fatigue test data (Almar-Naess, 1985). Sometimes, the 
combination of these factors can induce significant scatter for identical specimens under 
same loading conditions, too.  
Table 5-6 lists the observed through-width fatigue propagation cycles, which will be a 
good source for numerical model validation. Table 5-7 records the final crack depth of 
each specimens. Generally, the specimen becomes unstable when the crack depth is 
50~70% of the main plate thickness. 
Table 5-6 Observed through-width fatigue cycles 
Specimen Total fatigue cycles Through-width fatigue cycles Percentage 
BT20-4 554572 14572 2.63% 
BT20-6 110187 10187 9.25% 
BT40-5 156764 13284 8.47% 
BT40-6 202065 22065 10.92% 
BT60-5 99423 18738 18.85% 
BT60-6 193579 17579 9.08% 
 
Table 5-7 Final failure size of the specimens 
Specimen Front Rear Specimen Front Rear Specimen Front Rear 
BT20-1 12 8 BT40-1 22 28 BT60-1 38 30 
BT20-2 15 11 BT40-2 24 27 BT60-2 38 37 
BT20-3 10 13 BT40-3 20 25 BT60-3 38 33 
BT20-4 10 16 BT40-4 25 24 BT60-4 38 30 
BT20-5 Overloaded BT40-5 21 21 BT60-5 39 34 
BT20-6 14 14 BT40-6 23 22 BT60-6 32 32 
Unit: mm 
• Developed experimental procedures  
Based on the experience in conducting the testing in this thesis, this section summarizes 
the recommended experimental procedures for fatigue initiation and propagation test of 
welded joints: 
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Step 1: Design a deployment plan for ACPD probe and strain gauge with general 
principles: (1) the more the better; (2) more sensors deployed at middle area. 
Step 2: Perform the pre-test examination: (1) load applied; (2) initial readings of sensors;   
Step 3: Post-process the strain gauge data every 5000 cycles to check whether the 
inflection point occurs on the strain curves. 
Step4: When infection point occurs, record the cycles as fatigue initiation cycles. 
Step 5: Thereafter, periodically perform dye penetrants inspection in combination with 
eye observations. Cross check the dye penetrants inspection results with ACPD data. 
Step 6: When crack approaches the corners, record the cycles as surface crack 
propagation cycles. 
Step 7: Thereafter, periodically measure the crack depth at two edges and cross check 
the values with ACPD. 
Step 8: When the specimen is final failure, record the total fatigue cycles.  
Step 9: Post-process and correlate all measured results.  
5.3.4 Applicability of the experimental test 
The experimental test is carried out in air for as-welded cruciform joints. The 
applicability of the fatigue test data obtained here for offshore engineering applications 
needs to be addressed with additional consideration of the environment, weld 
improvement techniques and random load history.  
The offshore structures operated in specific sea sites are relevant to three environments: 
(1) the members above the water line - air; (2) the members locates at the area where 
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immersion is controlled by wave height and tide – mixed air and sea water; (3) the 
components completely immerse in sea water – sea water. Wave environment does 
affect the fatigue life of offshore structures compared with in-air condition. The 
Department of Energy, UK (1984) recommends to move the mean S-N curve obtained 
in air by 0.5 on endurance to consider the environment effect by reviewing the tests 
performed in air and in free corrosive sea water, respectively. This correction is valid 
for crack growth rates below 10-7 m/cycle. Meanwhile, corresponding Paris coefficients 
should be selected to consider the marine environment when calculating the fatigue 
propagation cycles (British Standarad Institution, 2013). 
Fatigue crack initiation period is heavily dependent on material surface condition, while 
fatigue crack propagation period is predominantly on the crack growth resistance of the 
material as a bulk property of the material (Schijve, 2009). Welding improvement 
techniques, such as weld toe grinding, are mainly to improve the surface quality and 
remove the initial defects. Consequently, welding improvement techniques primarily 
increases the crack initiation period but has negligible effect on fatigue crack 
propagation period. Such aspects will be incorporated into the total life S-N curve 
published by industry institutes. 
Offshore structures experience a random load history, instead of the constant amplitude 
loading applied to the test specimens. It is necessary to determine whether the variable 
amplitude fatigue test data is significantly different from the constant amplitude fatigue 
test data obtained from this experimental test. Confined by the experimental conditions, 
this thesis cannot perform such investigations, but includes this into the future work. 
Actually, most S-N curves published in industry derive from constant load amplitude 
fatigue test. 
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5.4 Numerical study and discussion 
Weld profile alters the properties of fatigue propagation. Newman-Raju assumption 
(1981), referred in Chapter 4, no longer holds for cruciform welded joints. Fatigue 
propagation life assessment of cruciform welded joints entails an alternative model, 
which can consider the unique features of fatigue development of welded joints. ACPD 
data and experimental observations indicate that the crack aspect ratio is seldom greater 
than 0.2 during the entire surface crack stage. That is consistent with the experimental 
observations on tubular X-joints with PJP+ welds reported by Qian et al. (2013) – “The 
fatigue cracks have typically elongated shapes with the crack aspect ratio in the range 
of 0.1 to 0.3”. Meanwhile, numerical study suggests that the discrepancy of KI 
calculated with various crack aspect ratios less than 0.2 is small. These findings make 
it possible to calculate the fatigue propagation cycles of cruciform welded joints at 
surface crack stage with constant aspect ratio.  
Table 5-8 Numerical simulation matrix of full-penetration cruciform welded joints 
Specimens Crack Position 
a/c 
0.10 0.15 0.20 0.25 0.30 
BT20 
Corner √  √  √ 
Middle √ √ √ √ √ 
BT40 
Corner √  √  √ 
Middle √ √ √ √ √ 
BT60 
Corner √  √  √ 
Middle √ √ √ √ √ 
 
The proposed model assumes that the crack only initiates at middle point or the corner 
of the weld toe and propagates vertically. Some uncertainties observed during the 
experimental test, e.g., the crack center may randomly locate at somewhere close to the 
middle of the weld toe; crack extension surfaces show different degrees of inclination; 
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cracks may simultaneously propagate along both weld toes (right side and left side), 
will be considered by calibrating the constant crack aspect ratio with experimental data. 
In order to achieve this goal, this thesis performs a comprehensive numerical study with 
crack aspect ratios varying from 0.1 to 0.3. Table 5-8 lists the numerical study matrix. 
For each configuration (BT20, BT40, and BT60), this research investigates five aspect 
ratios for middle crack and three aspect ratios for corner crack. The computation of 
fatigue propagation cycles requires to determine the ∆KI variations at the deepest crack 
tip from crack initial depth to final crack depth. The crack initial depth is 0.5mm. Table 
5-7 indicates that when the crack passes through 50~70% of the main plate thickness, 
the specimen becomes unstable. This thesis takes 70% of the thickness as the final crack 
depth when performing the numerical comparisons among different crack aspect ratios 
and adopts the measured final crack depth when compared with experimental data. The 
incremental step of crack depth is 0.5mm for shallow crack stage (0.5mm~3.5mm) and 
1mm for deep crack stage (4mm~af). This study, in total, carries out 648 FE simulation 
cases. 
5.4.1 Characteristics of SIF range distribution under various crack aspect ratios 
Figure 5.25 presents the normalized SIF ranges along crack front under various crack 
aspect ratios (a=4mm). The SIF ranges at other crack depths display similar trend. The 
SIF ranges of the crack tips away from the free surface (ϕ>0.3) decreases when crack 
aspect ratio increases. The physical meaning is that the crack growth rate along the 
thickness direction decreases with the increases of crack aspect ratio. Peak values 
appear at the free surface because of the stress concentrations induced by weld profiles. 
The larger the aspect ratio, the higher the SIF range at the free surface.  




Figure 5.25 SIF ranges along crack front under various crack aspect ratios.  
Figure 5.26 demonstrates the SIF range variations under different aspect ratios at 
surface crack stage. Horizontal axis is the crack depth and vertical axis is the normalized 
SIF range corresponding to 1MPa stress range. The left side figures in Fig. 5.26 
correspond to middle crack scenario while the right side figures correspond to corner 
crack scenario. The cruciform welded joint with thinner main plate maintains a lower 
SIF range at deepest crack tip under all scenarios. The crack growth rate is exponential 
to the SIF range. Hence, the cruciform welded joint with thinner main plate possesses 
a lower crack growth rate, correspondingly, a longer fatigue propagation period at 
surface crack stage. 
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Figure 5.26 SIF range variations at deepest crack tip (surface crack stage). 
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The SIF range of corner crack is smaller than the value of middle crack at same crack 
depth. Meanwhile, corner crack propagates deeper along thickness direction at surface 
crack stage. Consequently, corner crack experiences longer period than middle crack 
under same crack aspect ratio. This is different from the fatigue propagation behaviors 
of plain plates, of which the corner crack and middle crack with same crack initial size 
experience almost same propagation period. 
Through-width crack stage shows an opposite trend to surface crack stage, as shown in 
Fig. 5.27. The cruciform welded joint with thinner main plate maintains a higher SIF 
range as crack advances. Considering the reality that surface crack stage constitutes the 
majority part of the fatigue propagation process, cruciform welded joints with thinner 
main plate will experience a longer fatigue propagation period with a shorter through-
width fatigue crack propagation stage. 
 
Figure 5.27 SIF range variations at deepest crack tip (through-width crack stage). 
Normalized ∆KI  (MPa*√mm) 
a (mm) 
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5.4.2 Fatigue propagation cycles under various crack aspect ratios 
Figure 5.28 demonstrates the computed fatigue propagation cycles with various aspect 
ratios for BT20, BT40 and BT60 in middle crack scenario. As expected, the higher 
aspect ratio produces larger fatigue propagation cycles. Generally, every 0.05 increment 
of the aspect ratio causes approximately 9~16% increase of the fatigue propagation 
cycles for BT20, approximately 4~8% increase of the fatigue propagation cycles for 
BT40 and 2~5% increase of the fatigue propagation cycles for BT60. The effect of 
crack aspect ratio on fatigue propagation cycles becomes weak as main plate thickness 
increases. Meanwhile, the thickness effect exhibits in the fatigue propagation stage. 
BT20 show obvious longer propagation period than BT40 and BT60, however, the 
discrepancies of the fatigue propagation life between BT40 and BT60 are small. 
Figure 5.29 demonstrates the fractions of surface-crack propagation period and 
through-width crack propagation period over total fatigue period of three groups of 
specimens, respectively. As discussed in Section 5.4.1, cruciform welded joints with 
thinner main plate experience a shorter through-width crack propagation period. 
According to the observations from experimental test, through-width fatigue 
propagation stage occupies approximately 8%~20% of the total fatigue period (middle 
crack scenario) – roughly 11% ~ 30% of the fatigue propagation period. The fraction 
of though-width fatigue propagation period over total fatigue period decreases with 
crack aspect ratio increasing. When a/c>=0.3, the fraction of through-width fatigue 
















Figure 5.29 Fatigue propagation cycles under various aspect ratios (middle crack). 
Corner crack experiences longer fatigue propagation period than middle crack under 
same crack aspect ratio, as discussed in Section 5.4.1. Table 5-9 quantifies the effect of 
crack location on fatigue propagation cycles. Generally, the effect of crack location 
becomes more prominent for specimens with thinner main plate. For BT20, fatigue 
propagation cycles of corner crack is 2~2.1 times of the propagation cycles of middle 
crack, while the ratio range is 1.4~1.7 for BT40 and 1.3~1.5 for BT60. 
Table 5-9 Fatigue propagation cycles: corner crack/middle crack 
a/c 0.1 0.2 0.3 
BT20 2.09 1.97 2.02 
BT40 1.45 1.52 1.68 
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5.4.3 Numerical model development for fatigue initiation life assessment 
The fatigue initiation locations, generally, are different even for specimens with 
identical configuration under same loading condition. The randomness of the initiation 
sites puts forward new challenges to the development of numerical model. To make the 
numerical model easy to implement, this study assumes that crack only initiates at and 
propagates from middle point or the corner. The experimental test deploys two ACPD 
probes at ±11.875mm to middle point and two ACPD probes at 11.875mm to each 
corner to monitor the crack depth development of central area and corners, respectively. 
The data collected at the site with maximum crack depth will be adopted to validate the 
numerical model. If the site is close to the middle point, it assumes middle crack, 
otherwise, corner crack.  
Experimental observations indicate that only one of nineteen specimens (BT20-4) 
shows corner crack initiation. The fatigue failure of all other specimens initiate near the 
central area of the weld toe. Other researchers reported similar observations on Tee-
fillet welded joints (Nordmark et al., 1955) and cruciform fillet welded joints 
(Verreman & Nie, 1996). Meanwhile, in real offshore structural connections, the corner 
connections will be strengthened by extra structural components, e.g., stiffeners, 
brackets, as shown in Fig. 6.2. The connection is no longer cruciform welded joint. 
From the practical application viewpoint, this research only considers middle crack 
scenario when derives the suitable crack aspect ratio. 
Sometimes, the readings of the ACPD are not reliable and realistic. The high frequency 
vibration of the specimen induced by cyclic load, occasionally, cause the ACPD probes 
fall off. This study carries out validity checks for the ACPD data with cross reference 
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to the manually measured data, strain gauge responses, experimental observations, etc. 
and screens out five specimens to calibrate the proposed numerical model.  
Figure 5.30 to Figure 5.34 illustrate the comparisons between numerical results and 
experimental data. Horizontal axis is the propagation cycles and vertical axis is the 
corresponding crack depth. Numerical simulations with four different aspect ratios 
(0.10, 0.15, 0.20 and 0.25) are plotted to compare with experimental data. For the BT40-
5 and BT60-5, the left bottom weld toe is grinded, thus cracks only initiate at the right 
bottom weld toe; BT40-3, BT40-4 and BT60-4 are tested under as-welded condition, 
so cracks will initiate along both bottom weld toes, which will shorten the fatigue 
propagation period.  
Table 5-10 Comparisons between numerical results and measured data  
Specimen Measured Np 
Numerical Results/Measured Data 
a/c=0.10 a/c=0.15 a/c=0.20 a/c=0.25 
BT40-3 75302 0.70 0.79 0.93 1.28 
BT40-4 128478 0.86 0.96 1.11 1.28 
BT40-5 61756 0.68 0.78 0.91 1.03 
BT60-4 114885 0.89 0.98 1.08 1.21 
BT60-5 60525 0.73 0.80 0.89 0.98 
Average 0.80 0.90 1.02 1.15 
 
Numerical simulations with a/c=0.25 provide close fatigue propagation cycles to 
experimental data for BT40-5 (∆σnom=300MPa) and BT60-5 (∆σnom=300MPa), and 
provide over-estimated fatigue propagation cycles for BT40-3 (∆σnom=270MPa), BT40-
4 (∆σnom=225MPa) and BT60-4 (∆σnom=225MPa). Table 5-10 indicates that numerical 
simulations with a/c=0.2 produce the closest average value to experimental data. 
However, for some cases, numerical simulations a/c=0.2 under-estimate the fatigue 
propagation lives. From the viewpoint of practical engineering application, a slightly 
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over-estimated fatigue propagation life corresponding to an under-estimated fatigue 
initiation life is preferred. Therefore, 0.25 is the most suitable crack aspect ratio. The 
error range of numerical computations is within 30%, as presented in Table 5-10.  
Table 5-11 lists the calculated fatigue initiation cycles for each specimen. Fatigue 
initiation is a surface phenomenon, linked to the microscopic material behavior. Hence, 
the surface quality of the weld profile greatly affects the fatigue initiation life. The 
fatigue initiation cycles of BT20-3, BT20-6, and BT60-3 occupy less than 10% of the 
observed total fatigue cycles, even the calculated fatigue initiation cycles of BT20-3 
and BT20-6 are negative values. The reason is that considerably large weld defects exist 
on the weld profiles of these specimens so that the fatigue process directly begins from 
propagation stage. Meanwhile, the proposed numerical model tends to slightly over-
estimate the fatigue propagation cycles. In general, the fatigue initiation period 









Figure 5.30 Validation of fatigue propagation cycles of BT40-3 (∆σnom=270 MPa). 
 
Figure 5.31 Validation of fatigue propagation cycles of BT40-4 (∆σnom =225 MPa). 
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Figure 5.33 Validation of fatigue propagation cycles of BT60-4 (∆σnom =225 MPa). 
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Table 5-11 Numerical calculated fatigue initiation cycles 
Specimen Pmax R ∆σnom Condition Nf Np Ni Ni/Nf 
  (KN)   (MPa)   Cycles Cycles Cycles   
BT20-1 29.3 0.1 270 as-welded 268902 151409 117493 43.69% 
BT20-2 24.4 0.1 225 as-welded 416613 268906 147707 35.45% 
BT20-3 29.3 0.1 270 as-welded 146997 157000 -10003 -6.80% 
BT20-4 24.4 0.1 225 as-welded 554572 268906 285666 51.51% 
BT20-5 Overloaded 0.1   left-side grinded         
BT20-6 32.5 0.1 300 left-side grinded 110187 117513 -7326 -6.65% 
BT40-1 116.9 0.1 270 as-welded 149093 97133 51960 34.85% 
BT40-2 97.4 0.1 225 as-welded 266875 164213 102662 38.47% 
BT40-3 116.9 0.1 270 as-welded 145035 96870 48165 33.21% 
BT40-4 97.4 0.1 225 as-welded 244325 164072 80253 32.85% 
BT40-5 129.9 0.1 300 left-side grinded 156764 63820 92944 59.29% 
BT40-6 129.9 0.1 300 left-side grinded 202065 71500 130565 64.62% 
BT60-1 263.1 0.1 270 as-welded 108407 82241 26166 24.14% 
BT60-2 219.2 0.1 225 as-welded 252407 139318 113089 44.80% 
BT60-3 263.1 0.1 270 as-welded 88629 82306 6323 7.13% 
BT60-4 219.2 0.1 225 as-welded 233940 139240 94700 40.48% 
BT60-5 292.3 0.1 300 left-side grinded 99423 60805 38618 38.84% 
BT60-6 292.3 0.1 300 left-side grinded 193579 60594 132985 68.70% 
 
 




Fatigue cracks preferentially initiate at the welded joints because of the stress 
concentration, residual stress as well as defects induced by weld profile. This chapter 
carries out both experimental test and numerical study on full-penetration welded 
cruciform joints, and develops a fatigue initiation life assessment model for cruciform 
welded joints. 
The geometric parametric study concludes that only main plate thickness shows 
prominent effect on the fatigue propagation life. Therefore, the study designs three 
groups, total 19 double-sided full-penetration welded cruciform specimens with 
different main plate thicknesses, designated as BT20 (t=20mm), BT40 (t=40mm) and 
BT60 (t=60mm). To meet with the engineering demands, the specimens are fabricated 
from the high-strength steel S550. 
This study carries out an experimental test with three primary objectives: (1) to 
understand the characteristics of fatigue development of welded joints; (2) to correlate 
fatigue development with strain responses; (3) to calibrate and validate the proposed 
fatigue initiation assessment model. The experimental test is not a standard one with 
regulated testing procedures documented in published codes. This chapter summarizes 
the optimized testing procedures, which is of reference value to fatigue initiation test 
and fatigue propagation test of welded joints. 
The general characteristics of fatigue development are summarized by observing the 
entire fatigue process of each specimen. These observations are good reference to 
develop a sound fatigue assessment model.  
(1) Several cracks randomly initiate along the bottom weld toes and preferentially 
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locate around the central area of the weld toe because of the higher welding 
residual stresses at the center of weld toe. The shallow cracks will merge 
together and form a dominant semi-elliptical shape crack propagating towards 
both sides.  
(2) Crack maintains a high-speed extension at through-width fatigue propagation 
stage. This stage, generally, constitutes less than 20% of the total fatigue period. 
(3) The fatigue propagation along the weld toe produces a fibrous and irregular 
crack surface with several ratcheting marks. Weld profile causes different 
fatigue propagation mechanisms of cruciform welded joints from the plain 
plates. Therefore, Newman-Raju assumption, referred in Chapter 4, no longer 
holds for cruciform welded joints. 
(4) The fatigue initiation period (a0 = 0.5mm) occupies 35~60% of the total fatigue 
period. 
In addition, this chapter correlates the fatigue development with strain variations by 
cross referring to the numerical results and collected strain gauge data: 
(1) The inflection point of the strain curve represents crack initiates at or 
approaches the corresponding location.  
(2) 10% ~ 20% strain reduction indicates crack initiation. 
(3) With crack approaching, the strain will first gradually increase, thereafter, 
drastically decrease. 
Fatigue propagation life assessment of cruciform welded joints entails an alternative 
model, which can consider the unique features of fatigue development of welded joints. 
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This thesis performs a comprehensive numerical study with the crack aspect ratio 
varying from 0.1 to 0.3. Numerical study results indicate that for middle crack, every 
0.05 increment of the aspect ratio causes approximately 9%~16% increase of the fatigue 
propagation cycles of BT20; approximately 4%~8% increase of the fatigue propagation 
cycles of BT40; approximately 2%~5% increase of the fatigue propagation cycles of 
BT60. According to the ACPD data and experimental observations, the crack aspect 
ratio does not exceed 0.2. These findings make it possible to calculate the fatigue 
propagation cycles of cruciform welded joints at surface crack stage with constant 
aspect ratio.  
According to numerical investigations, the fatigue propagation cycles of corner crack 
is approximately 2 times of the propagation cycles of middle crack for BT20; 1.45~1.70 
times for BT40; 1.30~1.50 times for BT60. Experimental observations indicate that 
crack seldom occurs at the corner of cruciform welded joints. Meanwhile, in real 
offshore structural connections, the corner connections will be strengthened by extra 
structural components, e.g., stiffeners, brackets. The connection is no longer cruciform 
welded joint. From the practical application viewpoint, this chapter only considers 
middle crack scenario when deriving the suitable crack aspect ratio. 
In addition, crack propagation surfaces show different degrees of inclination; cracks 
may simultaneously propagate along both weld toes (right side and left side). These 
uncertainties show random characteristics. It is not practical to exactly consider these 
uncertainties in numerical simulation. This research proposes to consider these 
uncertainties by adjusting the crack aspect ratio. The combined experimental and 
numerical investigations conclude that 0.25 is the most suitable crack aspect ratio. The 
error range of numerical computations with a/c=0.25 is within 30%.  




CHAPTER SIX     FATIGUE INITIATION LIFE ASSESSMENT 
FOR A SAMPLE SEMI-SUBMERSILBE PLATFORM  
6.1 Introduction 
An offshore structure experiences environmental loads induced by various sources, 
such as wave, wind, current, etc. during its service life, as shown in Fig. 6.1. After 
determining the fatigue initiation life of offshore structural details under constant load 
amplitudes, the proposed numerical model relies on S-N curve based probabilistic 
approach to evaluate the fatigue initiation life under specific ocean site. The flow chart 
is as shown in Fig. 3.5. This chapter elaborates the spectral fatigue assessment 
procedures with a sample semi-submersible platform. The discussion emphasizes on 
methodology and procedures rather than design-oriented analysis of results, because 
this is not a real design vessel. For the missing information, this study will make 
reasonable assumptions based on engineering experiences.  
 
Figure 6.1 Moored semi-submersible rig under environmental loads.   
Cited from: ABS Academy 
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6.2 Fatigue initiation S-N curve for hot spots 
From the practical application viewpoint, the crack initial depth is defined as 0.5mm, 
while the final crack depth is defined as 70% of the thickness of the plate, from which 
a crack initiates. The proposed fatigue initiation life assessment model aims to minimize 
the uncertainties in the fatigue propagation life prediction with Paris’ law while the 
scatter in the fatigue initiation life is incorporated in the full-life S-N curves.  
SIF is the key parameter to predict the fatigue propagation life using Paris’ law.  In 
order to determine the variations of SIF with crack extension, one 3D FE model 
incorporating the new crack profile should be generated with C3D20R elements after 
certain crack depth increment from the crack initial depth, a0 to the final failure depth, 
af. Surface crack stage constitutes the majority part of the fatigue propagation period. 
Therefore, accurate quantifying the crack-front evolution is one of the principal 
concerns for the development of propagation life prediction methodologies. 
Chapter 4 validates that the forward predicting model derived from Newman-Raju 
assumption (1981) can precisely calculate the fatigue propagation life of plain plates. 
The crack initial size is defined as a0=0.5mm and c0=2.5mm. Newman-Raju assumption, 
however, no longer holds for cruciform welded joints due to the weld profile altering 
the fatigue propagation mechanism.   
Experimental test, carried out in Chapter 5, implies that the crack aspect ratio is less 
than 0.2 during the entire surface-crack process, while numerical study suggests that 
the changes of SIF are small when the crack aspect ratio is less than 0.2. These findings 
make it possible to calculate the fatigue propagation cycles of cruciform welded joints 
at surface crack stage with constant aspect ratio. The experimental data and numerical 
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results in Chapter 5 conclude that 0.25 is the most suitable crack aspect ratio. The crack 
initial size is defined as a0=0.5mm and c0=2.0mm.  
 
Figure 6.2 Geometry of the sample semi-submersible rig and locations of the hot spots. 
Due to the stress concentration, weld residual stress as well as defects induced by weld 
profile, fatigue cracks preferentially initiate at the welded joints. Meanwhile, welded 
joints experiences much shorter fatigue period than plain plates. In order to make the 
analysis more practical, this study investigates the fatigue initiation life of four 
Hot Spot 1 
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Hot Spot 3 
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Pontoon shell  
Column external boundary 
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cruciform welded connections of a sample semi-submersible platform. A semi-
submersible platform is a column-stabilized unit, which consists of a deck structure 
with large diameter support columns attached to submerged pontoons. Figure 6.2 
displays the geometry of the sample semi-submersible platform. The overall length is 
110m, the overall width is 85m and the main deck height is 38m. The operational draft 
is 20m. Due to stress concentration, the pontoon/column connections are fatigue 
sensitive areas. This study predicts the fatigue initiation life of four hot spots on the 
connection of starboard pontoon and forward starboard column, as shown in Fig. 6.2. 
The main plate thickness (pontoon shell) is 20mm while the attachment plate thickness 
(column boundary) is 16mm. This study assumes that the weld type is double-sided full 
penetration weld and the weld size is half of the main plate thickness, 10mm. The 
material is high-strength steel S690 with yield strength 640 MPa and ultimate strength 
816 MPa.  
This study selects the E curve of ABS-(CP) offshore S-N curves for non-tubular details 
in seawater with cathodic protection (ABS, 2014) as total fatigue S-N curve, which is 
a two-segment S-N curve. To simplify the computation, this study only use the first 
segment with AS-N =2.52 * 1011 and mS-N =3.0, which will provide conservative 
prediction. Besides, the calculation entails the use of the Paris coefficient paired with 
the total fatigue S-N curve. This research chooses the recommend Paris coefficients for 
steels in a marine environment with cathodic protection at -850 mv (Ag/AgCl) from 
BS7910 (2013) with C=2.02 * 10-11 and m=2.67 (mean+2SD).  
Section 5.2.2 indicates that the geometric parameters, except the main plate thickness, 
have negligible effect on the fatigue propagation cycles under constant stress range. 
Hence, the SIF values of BT20 computed in Section 5.4 can be directly referred to 
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calculate the fatigue propagation cycles of the selected hot spots. The derived fatigue 
initiation S-N curve is as shown in Fig. 6.3. 
 
Figure 6.3 S-N curves of investigated locations at initiation stage and full-life period. 
6.3 Analyses for environment loading 
The crucial step for spectral fatigue assessment is to adequately describe the dominant 
fluctuating loads and rationally simplify the insignificant loads. The most dominant 
source of fluctuating load for hull structure fatigue is wave, while current and wind 
induced loads change with a very low frequency, which may play significant role on 
the fatigue of mooring system, but has negligible effect on the fatigue of hull structures. 
Industry practices require to consider the external wave induced loads on wet surface, 
internal tank pressures on tank boundaries due to liquid accelerations, inertial forces of 
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6.3.1 Hydrodynamic analysis for the sample semi-submersible platform 
Large volume offshore structure responses (motions, wave loads, etc.) are most often 
computed by potential flow based 3D diffraction-radiation analysis, which assumes the 
vessel is a rigid body and that the fluids are irrotational, incompressible and inviscid. 
The fundamental basis of diffraction/radiation analysis is a form of Green’s theorem 
where the velocity potential at any point in the fluid is represented by surface 
distributions of singularities over the boundary surfaces (Faltinsen, 1990; Newman, 
1999). When the potentials are available, the wave pressure distributions over the 
wetted hull surface can be calculated by using the linearized Bernoulli’s equation. 
Subsequently, the wave forces can be predicted by integrating the pressure over the 
wetted surface of the body. Finally, solving a set of linear motion equations provides 
the motions of six degree-of-freedom (DOF) in the reference point, which often locates 
at the center of gravity of the rig. Figure 6.4 sketches out the six motion modes - surge, 
sway, heave, roll, pitch, and yaw. Many commercial software packages, such as AQWA 
(2013), WAMIT (2012), etc. provide functions to perform 3D diffraction/radiation 
analysis. This research employs AQWA to analyze the sample semi-submersible rig in 
frequency domain under linear assumption, which is common industry practice.  
This study defines a right-handed Cartesian coordinate system for hydrodynamic 
analysis. The x-axis is along longitudinal direction, positive to forward; the y-axis 
points to port side of the semisubmersible; and the z-axis points vertically upwards. The 
origin of the coordinate system is the intersection of midship, centerline and still water 
surface. The wave heading angle is measured counter-clockwise from the positive x-
axis of the coordinate system, as shown in Fig. 6.4. Following sea is defined as 00 wave 
heading angle, beam sea as 900, head sea as 1800.  The unit system is (m, tonne, KN).  




Figure 6.4 Coordinate system and definitions of motion modes. 
The 3D diffraction/radiation analysis requires to model the mean wetted part of the 
vessel hull surface with a large number of panels. The panel mesh should be fine enough 
to resolve the radiation and diffraction waves with reasonable accuracy. The longest 
side of the panel mesh should be less than 1/7 of the smallest wave length analyzed. 
The normal of all meshes must point outward. Meanwhile, fine mesh should be applied 
in areas with abrupt changes in geometry. Figure 6.5 demonstrates the panel model of 
the sample semi-submersible rig analyzed in this thesis. Besides the panel model, the 
mass matrix, stiffness matrix and viscous damping are necessary to calculate the motion 
RAOs. AQWA theory manual (2013) discusses these items in details.  
 




Figure 6.5 Panel model for 3D diffraction/radiation analysis. 
The outputs are motion RAOs of six DOF and pressure RAOs of wetted hull surface. 
RAO (Response Amplitude Operator), the first-order vessel responses to the unit 
amplitude sinusoidal wave, corresponds to each pair of wave heading (β) and wave 
frequency (ω). This research considers the wave heading range from 00 to 3600 in 
increment of 300 and the wave frequency range from 0.2 rad/s to 1.8 rad/s in increment 
of 0.1 rad/s. RAO can be described by two components, amplitude (Aamp) and phase 
angle (θ) or in-phase component (also called real part, Rreal) and out-of-phase 
component (also called imagery part, Rimag). As long as the two components are 
available, the response at any time instant, time, can be expressed as (Newman, 1999), 
, ¬, B< = 0[BY, ¬ cosDB< − , ¬F
= "<[, ¬§­B< + B[®, ¬S­B< 																														6.1 




Figure 6.6 Sketch of RAO components. 
Figure 6.6 illustrates the physical meaning of these components. The in-phase 
component represents the response at the moment when wave crest reaches the 
reference point (generally at the center of gravity of the structure) while out-of-phase 
component represents the response at the time instant 1/4 wave period after the in-phase 
component. The relationships among these components are as following (Newman, 
1999), 
In-Phase:               "<[, ¬ = 	0[BY, ¬cosDθ, ¬F																																					6.2	 
Out-of-Phase:       	B[®, ¬ = 	0[BY, ¬sinDθ, ¬F																																					6.3 
Amplitude:            0[BY, ¬ = 		"<[, ¬' + "<[, ¬'																				6.4                    
Phase Angle:         θ, ¬ 							= 		arctan 	B[®, ¬/"<[, ¬																	6.5 
Figure 6.7 presents the pressure contours of in-phase component and out-of-phase 
component at β=1800/ω=0.5 rad/s for the sample semi-submersible platform. The linear 
diffraction/radiation analysis provides only the hydrodynamic pressure distribution 
ωtime 
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below the still water surface while ignoring the wave profile effect near the water plane 
area. That is acceptable for semi-submersible rig due to the small water plane area. 
However, for ship-shape offshore structures, a suitable adjustment is necessary in order 
to better reflect the nonlinear nature of the pressure distribution above and below the 
mean waterline (ABS, 2010b).  
 
Figure 6.7 Pressure contours for the sample semi-submersible rig at β=1800 /ω = 0.5 
rad/s. 
Figure 6.8 demonstrates the six DOF of motion amplitudes. Semi-submersible rigs have 
small water-plane areas, which shift the natural periods of heave, roll and pitch away 
from the wave energy concentration area. Meanwhile, the stiffness of the horizontal 
plane motions, surge, sway and yaw, are very “soft” so that the natural frequency in 
surge, sway and yaw are usually low and well beyond the wave frequency range. 
Therefore, wave frequency motions of semi-submersible rigs are considerably low. The 
favorable motion characteristic is one of the main features of semi-submersibles. This 
research develops a program to convert the hydrodynamic analysis results calculated 
with AQWA into ABS DLA/SFA FOS for subsequent analyses. 
 
In-phase component Out-of-phase component 




Figure 6.8 Motion RAOs (amplitudes) for the sample semi-submersible rig. 
6.3.2 Hydrodynamic load mapping to FE model 
Spectral fatigue assessment requires to perform first-principle structural analysis for the 
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be performed at two time instants for each pair of wave heading and wave frequency in 
order to obtain the in-phase component and out-of-phase component of the stress RAO, 
respectively. The stress range RAO can explicitly derive from the resulting stresses. 
FE model is indispensable for structural stress analysis, which usually employs shell 
elements, bar elements and rod elements, etc. to approximate the geometry, 
configuration and stiffness of the vessel. ABS FPI rules (2014) provides general 
guidance on FE modeling. Figure 6.9 demonstrates the FE model of the sample semi-
submersible rig analyzed in this thesis, which consists of approximately 380,000 
elements. The mesh size is stiffener space, 650mm*650mm. The structural components 
missed in the FE model, such as cranes, risers, thrusters, etc. should be modeled with 
concentrated mass elements and connected to appropriate support structures with rigid 
beam elements (RBE3 in NASTRAN (2012) element library).  
 
 
Figure 6.9 FE model of the sample semi-submersible platform.  




Figure 6.10 Flowchart for external wave load mapping from hydrodynamic model to 
FE model. 
The FE model usually contains much finer meshes than the hydrodynamic panel model. 
The pressure distribution over the wetted surface derived from hydrodynamic analysis 
cannot be directly applied to structural FE model. Linear interpolation is necessary to 
obtain the pressures at the each node of the FE model based on hydrodynamic analysis 
results. Hence, the hydrodynamic model and FE model should be sufficiently 
compatible. Since external wave pressures act only on the wet surfaces, the shell 
boundary of the FE model should be extracted before mapping. Figure 6.10 illustrates 
the flowchart of the load mapping.  
6.3.3 Motion-induced inertial loads 
• Motion-induced loads for lightship weights and equipment 
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The vessel motions produce loads acting on the masses of lightship and equipment, 
designated as inertial loads. The correct mass description is important in order to 
produce accurate inertial loads, and to generate correct global/local stress patterns in 
the FE structural analysis. The dynamic inertial load components along three 
orthogonal axes can be expressed as (ABS, 2010b), 

 °± = ± + ,±° =  + ,
°ª = ,ª 															
                                                                                                   (6.6)  
Where, FL, FT, FV are longitudinal, transverse and vertical dynamic load components; 
gL=-gsinφpitch and gT=gsinφroll are longitudinal and transverse components of 
gravitational acceleration relative to the vessel fixed coordinate system due to pitch 
inclination (φpitch) and roll inclination (φroll), respectively; aL, aT, aV  are local 
acceleration RAO at an arbitrary location, which can be predicted by following: 
,±, ,, ,ª = 	,² + 	³´² 	× 	 ´²	                                                                                       (6.7) 
Where, ,² is the surge, sway and heave acceleration vector; ³´² is the roll, pitch and yaw 
acceleration vector; ´² distance vector from the reference point to an arbitrary point. 
• Motion-induced liquid pressure on tank boundary 
Wave induced motions of offshore structures generate motions of fluid in internal tanks 
containing oil or water, which induce pressures acting on the boundary surface of the 
liquid tanks. The total tank pressure for each tank boundary points can be calculated 
with the equations provided in ABS Guidance Notes (ABS, 2010b). Figure 6.11 
displays the liquid tank pressure contours of one partially filled water ballast tanks of 
the sample semi-submersible rig at β=1800/ω=0.5 rad/s . 




Figure 6.11 Liquid tank pressure contours of one water ballast tank at β=1800 /ω = 0.5 
rad/s. 
6.4 Fatigue initiation lives of the hot spots 
When all load components are applied to the FE model, stress RAOs of the hot spots 
can be solved with Nastran (2012). Figure 6.12 displays the deformation and stress 
contour of the sample semi-submersible rig under two regular waves (in-phase 
component), β=1800/ω=0.5 rad/s and β=900/ω=0.6 rad/s.  
 
Figure 6.12 (a) Deformation and stress contour at β=1800/ω=0.5 rad/s (in-phase 
component); (b) Deformation and stress contour at β=900/ω=0.6 rad/s (in-phase 
component). 
(a) (b)  
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This research employs the normal stress components perpendicular to the weld toe of 
the elements adjacent to the hotspots (the highlight elements in Fig. 6.2) for fatigue 
initiation life prediction. Figure 6.13 demonstrates the amplitude of the stress range 
RAO of four hot spots.  
 
Figure 6.13 Stress range RAO (amplitude) of the hot spots. 
The operation site is at Offshore Brazil. With the combination of fatigue initiation S-N 
curves derived in Section 6.2, stress range RAO at each wave heading/wave frequency 
combination and site specific metocean data, the fatigue initiation lives of hot spots can 
∆σnom (MPa/m) ∆σnom (MPa/m) 
∆σnom (MPa/m) ∆σnom (MPa/m) 
Hot Spot 1 Hot Spot 2 
Hot Spot 3 Hot Spot 4 
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be calculated with Eq. (3.13). Table 6-1 presents the fatigue initiation lives and total 
fatigue lives of the four hot spots.  
Table 6-1 Numerical calculated fatigue initiation lives and total fatigue lives of the hot 
spots 
Location Fatigue Initiation Life Total Fatigue Life (Years) (Years) 
Hot Spot 1 62.92 86.45 
Hot Spot 2 11.00 23.83 
Hot Spot 3 8.83 20.88 
Hot Spot 4 10.76 24.35 
 
Industry standards (ABS, 2014; DNV, 2010) require a minimum fatigue life of 20 years 
for unrestricted service class. All four selected hot spots satisfy with the design 
requirements. However, this study indicates that fatigue initiation occurs on hot spot 2-
4 within the design life, which is the “blind spot” of current industry practices. Besides 
the routine in-service inspection, special surveys should be arranged on the ninth year 
and the eleventh year to inspect whether crack initiates on hot spot 2-4.  
6.5 Summary 
This chapter computes the fatigue initiation life of four selected hot spots for a sample 
semi-submersible platform with focus on discussing the procedures. The fatigue 
initiation S-N curve of the selected hotspots (cruciform welded joints) are derived based 
on the proposed numerical model. With a combination of AQWA, ABS DLA/SFA FOS 
and self-developed program, the chapter performs first-principle structural analysis for 
the specified ranges of wave frequencies and headings with the considerations of the 
external wave induced loads on wet surface, internal tank pressures on tank boundaries 
due to liquid accelerations, inertial forces of significant structural components. Finally, 
the stress range RAOs are explicitly derived from the resulting stresses. 
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The numerical results indicate that fatigue initiation occurs on hot spot 2-4 within the 
20 years design life (11.00 years for hot spot 2; 8.83 years for hot spot 3; 10.76 years 
for hot spot 4), though the total fatigue life is satisfied with the minimum requirements 
of industry standards. Besides the routine in-service inspection, special surveys should 
be arranged on the ninth year and the eleventh year to inspect whether crack initiates 
on hot spot 2-4.  
The owners have an increasing awareness that “fix it when it breaks” approach is 
becoming un-affordable as the maintenance costs (crew, repairs, fuel, etc. ) go up. This 
study can circumvent the “blind spot” of current industry practices and issue early 
warnings on structural damage prior to costly repair, which will improve the security 
of operation and reduce the production down-time. Meanwhile, the arrangement of the 
NDT devices will seriously affect the detection accuracy. This research can screen out 
the suspicious areas, which are valuable reference for the deployment of test facilities.




CHAPTER SEVEN     CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 
7.1 Main conclusions 
This thesis develops and validates the fatigue initiation life assessment model for two 
kinds of offshore structural details, plain plates and cruciform welded joints by carrying 
out both experimental test and numerical study. Quantifying the surface crack 
propagation life is the critical step. Based on experimental observations, this study 
assumes the crack shape maintains semi-elliptical during the entire surface-crack 
process. The developed model predicts the crack-front evolutions of plain plates by 
Newman-Raju assumption, which matches well with experimental measurements. The 
crack initial size is a0=0.5mm and c0=2.5mm. In contrast, due to the randomness of the 
fatigue initiation sites and other uncertainties, it is impractical to precisely describe the 
crack-front evolution of cruciform welded joints. The developed model computes the 
fatigue propagation life of cruciform welded joint based on constant aspect ratio 
(a/c=0.25), which provides the envelope of fatigue propagation cycles of cruciform 
welded joints.  
The discrepancy between the developed model and experimental data is within 17% for 
plain plates and within 30% for cruciform welded joint. The scatter of fatigue test data 
is a common phenomenon observed in the fatigue test. The accuracy of the developed 
model is well within the engineering acceptable level comparing with the industry 
recommended uncertainty factors for fatigue design of offshore structural details, as 
listed in Table 7-1. 
 




Table 7-1 Uncertainty factors for fatigue design of offshore structures (ISO/CD 19902, 
2010) 
Failure Critical Inspectable Uninspectable 
No 2 5 
Yes 5 10 
The welding process induces the residual stress near the weld toe and changes material 
properties in the heat affected zone. The cruciform welded joints, thus, show different 
fatigue process from plain plates: (1) Cruciform welded joint experiences much shorter 
fatigue period than plain plate. (2) Fatigue crack initiation occured at corner areas of 
the mid-section of the specimen or a certain distance from corners of the mid-section 
for plain plate, while experimental observations indicate that most fatigue failures of 
cruciform welded joint initiates away from the corner of the weld toe. Numerical 
investigations imply that middle crack and corner crack experience almost same 
propagation period for plain plate, while corner crack experiences longer propagation 
period than middle crack in cruciform welded joint. (3) The aspect ratio of crack 
propagaiting in plain plate may be up to 0.8 while the aspect ratio of cracks propagaiting 
in cruciform welded joint is less than 0.2 during the entire surface-crack process. (4) 
The fatigue initiation period of plain plate is approximately 65~90% of total fatigue 
period, while the fatigue initiation period of cruciform welded joint constitutes only 
35~60% of total fatigue period. 
The main conclusions for each sub-topic are presented separately as follows. 
7.1.1 Fatigue initiation life assessment for plain plates 
1. The whole fatigue propagation process includes two stages, surface-crack 
propagation stage and through-width crack propagation stage. Surface-crack 
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propagation period constitutes the major part or the entire propagation period. 
For the investigated 100mm thick bending plate with a0=0.5mm and c0=5mm, 
the through-width crack stage only constitutes 0.6% of the total propagation 
period while the short crack propagation stage from a0=0.5mm to a0=2mm is 
approximately 35% of the total propagation cycles. 
2. The forward predicting model and backward predicting model show acceptable 
accuracy compared with experimental data. The margin of discrepancy is within 
17% comparing with experimental data.  
3. With crack extension, a/c shows convergent tendency for cracks with different 
crack initial sizes. When a0/c0≤0.5, crack initial length controls the crack growth 
path. 
4. For cracks propagating from same crack initial depth, the one with larger crack 
initial length experiences shorter fatigue propagation period. For 100mm thick 
bending plate, crack with a0=1.0mm and c0=2.5mm experiences two times 
fatigue propagation period of crack with a0=1.0mm and c0=10.0mm.  
7.1.2 Fatigue initiation life assessment for cruciform welded joints 
1. Geometric parametric study indicates that main plate thickness has noticeable 
effect on the SIF distribution along crack front. Experimental tests and 
numerical results further conclude that thickness effect plays roles on both 
fatigue initiation stage and fatigue propagation stage of cruciform welded joint. 
The thinner the main plate, the longer the fatigue initiation stage and the fatigue 
propagation stage. 
2. The correlation between strain and fatigue crack development is that (1) the 
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inflection point of the strain curve represents crack initiates at or approaches the 
corresponding location; (2) 10% ~ 20% strain reduction indicates crack 
initiation; (3) with crack approaching, the strain will first gradually increase, 
thereafter, drastically  decrease. 
3. Crack maintains a high-speed extension at through-width crack propagation 
stage. The through-width fatigue stage constitutes less than 20% of the total 
fatigue period. In addition, the thinner the plate, the shorter the through-width 
fatigue stage. 
4. Several cracks randomly initiate along the bottom weld toes and preferentially 
locate around the central area of the weld toe because of the higher welding 
residual stresses at the center of weld toe. Generally, the effect of crack location 
on fatigue propagation life becomes more prominent for specimens with thinner 
main plate. For BT20, fatigue propagation cycles of corner crack is 2~2.1 times 
of the propagation cycles of middle crack, while the ratio range is 1.4~1.7 for 
BT40 and 1.3~1.5 for BT60. 
5. ACPD data and experimental observations indicate that the crack aspect ratio is 
less than 0.2 during the entire surface crack stage. Meanwhile, the differences 
of KI calculated with various crack aspect ratios less than 0.2 are small. 
Numerical results indicate that for middle crack, every 0.05 increment of the 
aspect ratio causes approximately 9%~16% increase of the fatigue propagation 
cycles of BT20; approximately 4%~8% increase of the fatigue propagation 
cycles of BT40; approximately 2%~5% increase of the fatigue propagation 
cycles of BT60. 
6. The combination of experimental data and numerical investigations concludes 
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that 0.25 is the most suitable aspect ratio.  
7.1.3 Fatigue initiation life assessment for a sample semi-submersible platform 
The owners have an increasing awareness that “fix it when it breaks” approach is 
becoming un-affordable as the maintenance costs (crew, repairs, fuel, etc.) go up. The 
developed model can circumvent the “blind spot” of current industry practices and issue 
early warnings on structural damage prior to costly repair, which will improve the 
security of operation and reduce the production down-time.  
7.2 Recommendations for future work 
This study validates the feasibility and effectiveness of the proposed indirect fatigue 
initiation assessment model. However, this research is just the beginning. There are still 
research gaps deserving further studies. 
1. The two kinds of specimens, plain plate and cruciform welded joint, 
investigated in this thesis experience pure mode I crack propagation. However, 
there are still some connection details experience mixed-mode crack 
propagation, e.g., the crack on top of T-form fillet weld is mixed-mode crack 
(mode I and mode II) caused by the shear stress concentration. Mix-mode crack 
issues entails new fatigue propagation life assessment model. 
2. The influence of following factors on fatigue propagation life deserves further 
investigation: (1) the threshold SIF range effect at lower stress range; (2) the 
influence of crack closure and overload; (3) the degree of bending. 
3. Offshore structures experience a random load history, instead of the constant 
amplitude loading applied to the test specimens. It is necessary to determine 
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whether the variable amplitude fatigue test data is significantly different from 
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